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A 

AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S] 

ABELMOSK ABEKLMOS tropical herb [n -S] 

ABHENRYS ABEHNRSY ABHENRY, unit of inductance [n] 

ACHIEVER ACEEHIRV one that achieves (to carry out successfully) [n -S] 

ACHIEVES ACEEHISV ACHIEVE, to carry out successfully [v] 

ACTIVELY ACEILTVY with activity [adv] 

ACTIVITY ACIITTVY brisk action or movement [n -TIES] 

ADAMANCY AAACDMNY unyielding hardness [n -CIES] 

ADJOINTS ADIJNOST ADJOINT, type of mathematical matrix [n] 

ADJOURNS ADJNORSU ADJOURN, to suspend until later time [v] 

ADJURERS ADEJRRSU ADJURER, one that adjures (to command solemnly) [n] 

ADJURORS ADJORRSU ADJUROR, adjurer (one that adjures (to command solemnly)) [n] 

ADJUSTER ADEJRSTU one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state) [n -S] 

ADJUSTOR ADJORSTU adjuster (one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state)) [n -S] 

ADJUTANT AADJNTTU assistant (one who assists) [n -S] 

ADYNAMIC AACDIMNY ADYNAMIA, lack of physical strength [adj] 

AFFECTER ACEEFFRT one that affects (to give false appearance of) [n -S] 

AFFIANCE AACEFFIN to betroth (to engage to marry) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

AFFIRMER AEFFIMRR one that affirms (to state positively) [n -S] 

AFFLICTS ACFFILST AFFLICT, to distress with mental or physical pain [v] 

AFFORDED ADDEFFOR AFFORD, to have sufficient means for [v] 

AGRAPHIC AACGHIPR AGRAPHIA, mental disorder marked by inability to write [adj] 

AIMFULLY AFILLMUY AIMFUL, full of purpose [adv] 

ALDEHYDE ADDEEHLY type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ALLOTYPY ALLOPTYY condition of being allotype [n -PIES] 

ALMANACK AAACKLMN almanac (annual publication containing general information) [n -S] 

AMBUSHED ABDEHMSU AMBUSH, to attack from concealed place [v] 

AMETHYST AEHMSTTY variety of quartz [n -S] 

AMIDSHIP ADHIIMPS toward middle of ship [adv] 

AMTRACKS AACKMRST AMTRACK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

ANNEXING AEGINNNX ANNEX, to add or attach [v] 

ANTONYMY AMNNOTYY state of being antonym (word opposite in meaning to another) [n -MIES] 

APHTHOUS AHHOPSTU APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [adj] 

APOCOPIC ACCIOOPP APOCOPE, omission of last sound of word [adj] 

APOTHEGM AEGHMOPT maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n -S] 

APPLYING AGILNPPY APPLY, to bring into contact with something [v] 

APPROVED ADEOPPRV APPROVE, to regard favorably [v] 

ARCHFOES ACEFHORS ARCHFOE, principal foe [n] 

ARCHIVAL AACHILRV ARCHIVE, to file in archive (place where records are kept) [adj] 

ARCHIVES ACEHIRSV ARCHIVE, to file in archive (place where records are kept) [v] 

ARMLOCKS ACKLMORS ARMLOCK, hold in wrestling [n] 

ARYTHMIA AAHIMRTY irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [n -S]  

ATHODYDS ADDHOSTY ATHODYD, type of jet engine [n] 

AUTARCHY AACHRTUY absolute rule [n -HIES]  

AUTOTYPY AOPTTUYY autotype (type of photographic process) [n -PIES] 
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AVOUCHER ACEHORUV one that avouches (to affirm (to state positively)) [n -S] 

AVOUCHES ACEHOSUV AVOUCH, to affirm (to state positively) [v] 

AVOWABLE AABELOVW AVOW, to declare openly [adj] 

AWAKENED AADEEKNW AWAKEN, to awake (to wake up) [v] 
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B 

BAASKAAP AAAABKPS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BAASKAPS AAABKPSS BAASKAP, policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n] 

BAASSKAP AAABKPSS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BABYDOLL ABBDLLOY short, sheer pajamas for women [n -S] 

BACKLESS ABCEKLSS having no back [adj] 

BACKLIST ABCIKLST to include in publisher's list of older book titles [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLOTS ABCKLOST BACKLOT, outdoor area in movie studio [n] 

BACKOUTS ABCKOSTU BACKOUT, reversal of launching procedures [n] 

BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S] 

BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S] 

BACKSETS ABCEKSST BACKSET, setback (defeat) [n] 

BADMOUTH ABDHMOTU to criticize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAFFLERS ABEFFLRS BAFFLER, one that baffles (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [n] 

BAGPIPED ABDEGIPP BAGPIPE, to play bagpipe (wind instrument) [v] 

BAGWORMS ABGMORSW BAGWORM, larva of certain moths [n] 

BAILIFFS ABFFIILS BAILIFF, court officer [n] 

BAITFISH ABFHIIST fish used as bait [n -ES] 

BAKEMEAT AABEEKMT pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BALLOCKS ABCKLLOS offensive word [n] 

BALLPARK AABKLLPR facility in which ballgames are played [n -S] 

BALLYHOO ABHLLOOY to promote by uproar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALMLIKE ABEIKLLM BALM, fragrant resin [adj] 

BANKABLE AABBEKLN BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [adj] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANNOCKS ABCKNNOS BANNOCK, type of cake [n] 

BARKEEPS ABEEKPRS BARKEEP, bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n] 

BARRACKS AABCKRRS BARRACK, to shout boisterously [v] 

BATCHING ABCGHINT BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BATFOWLS ABFLOSTW BATFOWL, to catch birds at night [v] 

BAWDRICS ABCDIRSW BAWDRIC, baldric (shoulder belt) [n] 

BAYFRONT ABFNORTY shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BEACHING ABCEGHIN BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEAMLIKE ABEEIKLM resembling beam [adj] 

BEAUTIFY ABEFITUY to make beautiful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BEBOPPER BBEEOPPR one that likes bebop [n -S] 

BECKONER BCEEKNOR one that beckons (to signal by sign or gesture) [n -S] 

BECLOAKS ABCEKLOS BECLOAK, to place cloak on [v] 

BECOWARD ABCDEORW to accuse of cowardice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECROWDS BCDEORSW BECROWD, to crowd closely [v] 

BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S] 
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BEDCOVER BCDEEORV cover for bed [n -S] 

BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S] 

BEDIMMED BDDEEIMM BEDIM, to make dim [v] 

BEDRENCH BCDEEHNR to drench thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BEDUMBED BBDDEEMU BEDUMB, to render speechless [v] 

BEEHIVES BEEEHISV BEEHIVE, hive for bees [n] 

BEFLOWER BEEFLORW to cover with flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFOGGED BDEEFGGO BEFOG, to envelop in fog [v] 

BEGEMMED BDEEEGMM BEGEM, to gem (to adorn with gems (precious stones)) [v] 

BEHALVES ABEEHLSV BEHALF, interest, support, or benefit [n] 

BEHAVERS ABEEHRSV BEHAVER, one that behaves (to act properly) [n] 

BEHAVIOR ABEHIORV demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S] 

BEHOOVES BEEHOOSV BEHOOF, use, advantage, or benefit [n] / BEHOOVE, to be proper for [v] 

BELCHING BCEGHILN BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BELTWAYS ABELSTWY BELTWAY, highway around urban area [n] 

BENCHING BCEGHINN BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BEPIMPLE BEEILMPP to cover with pimples [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BERDACHE ABCDEEHR Native American male transvestite [n -S] 

BESHAMED ABDEEHMS BESHAME, to put to shame [v] 

BESHIVER BEEHIRSV to break into small pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESHREWS BEEHRSSW BESHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

BESMOKES BEEKMOSS BESMOKE, to soil with smoke [v] 

BESPEAKS ABEEKPSS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BESPOKEN BEEKNOPS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BEWIGGED BDEEGGIW BEWIG, to adorn with wig [v] 

BEWORMED BDEEMORW BEWORM, to infest with worms [v] 

BEWRAYER ABEERRWY one that bewrays (to divulge (to reveal)) [n -S] 

BICKERER BCEEIKRR one that bickers (to argue (to present reasons for or against)) [n -S] 

BIFIDUMS BDFIIMSU BIFIDUM, bacterium often added to yogurt [n] 

BIFORMED BDEFIMOR biform (having two forms) [adj] 

BIGEMINY BEGIIMNY state of having double pulse [n -NIES] 

BIGMOUTH BGHIMOTU talkative person [n -S] 

BIHOURLY BHILORUY occurring every two hours [adj] 

BILLFISH BFHIILLS fish with long, slender jaws [n -ES] 

BIRCHING BCGHIINR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 

BIRDFARM ABDFIMRR aircraft carrier [n -S] 

BISHOPED BDEHIOPS BISHOP, to appoint as bishop (head of diocese) [v] 

BITCHING BCGHIINT BITCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

BITSTOCK BCIKOSTT brace on drill [n -S] 

BITTOCKS BCIKOSTT BITTOCK, small amount [n] 

BIVALVES ABEILSVV BIVALVE, bivalved mollusk [n] 

BIVINYLS BIILNSVY BIVINYL, flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n] 

BIYEARLY ABEILRYY occurring every two years [adj] 

BLACKENS ABCEKLNS BLACKEN, to make black [v] 

BLACKEST ABCEKLST BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 
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BLACKOUT ABCKLOTU power failure [n -S] 

BLANCHED ABCDEHLN BLANCH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLASTOFF ABFFLOST launching of rocket [n -S] 

BLAUBOKS ABBKLOSU BLAUBOK, extinct antelope [n] 

BLEACHED ABCDEEHL BLEACH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLENCHED BCDEEHLN BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

BLESBOKS BBEKLOSS BLESBOK, large antelope [n] 

BLITHELY BEHILLTY BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adv] 

BLOCKERS BCEKLORS BLOCKER, one that blocks (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n] 

BLOCKIER BCEIKLOR BLOCKY, short and stout [adj] 

BLOTCHED BCDEHLOT BLOTCH, to mark with large spots [v] 

BLOWHOLE BEHLLOOW air or gas vent [n -S] 

BLOWSILY BILLOSWY BLOWSY, slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adv] 

BLUEBOOK BBEKLOOU examination booklet [n -S] 

BLUEFISH BEFHILSU marine fish [n -ES] 

BLUETICK BCEIKLTU hunting dog [n -S] 

BLUFFERS BEFFLRSU BLUFFER, one that bluffs (to mislead (to lead astray)) [n] 

BLUFFEST BEFFLSTU BLUFF, having broad front [adj] 

BLUSHFUL BFHLLSUU of red color [adj] 

BOARFISH ABFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

BOATNECK ABCEKNOT wide neckline [n -S] 

BOBOLINK BBIKLNOO songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BOFFOLAS ABFFLOOS BOFFOLA, boff (hearty laugh) [n] 

BOGEYMAN ABEGMNOY terrifying creature [n -MEN] 

BOGEYMEN BEEGMNOY BOGEYMAN, terrifying creature [n] 

BOGYISMS BGIMOSSY BOGYISM, behavior characteristic of bogy [n] 

BOILOFFS BFFILOOS BOILOFF, vaporization of liquid [n] 

BOLDFACE ABCDEFLO to print in thick type [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BOLLOCKS BCKLLOOS offensive word [n] 

BONEFISH BEFHINOS slender marine fish [n -ES] 

BONNOCKS BCKNNOOS BONNOCK, bannock (type of cake) [n] 

BONTBOKS BBKNOOST BONTBOK, bontebok (antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n] 

BONTEBOK BBEKNOOT antelope (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

BOOGYMAN ABGMNOOY bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n -MEN] 

BOOGYMEN BEGMNOOY BOOGYMAN, bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n] 

BOOKABLE ABBEKLOO BOOK, to engage services [adj] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

BOOKLICE BCEIKLOO wingless insects that damage books [n BOOKLICE] 

BOOMKINS BIKMNOOS BOOMKIN, bumkin (ship's spar) [n] 

BOOTLICK BCIKLOOT to flatter servilely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOTCHING BCGHINOT BOTCH, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOUFFANT ABFFNOTU woman's hairdo [n -S] 

BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase [n -S] 

BOVINELY BEILNOVY stolidly (showing little or no emotion) [adv] 

BOVINITY BIINOTVY state of being bovine (ox-like animal) [n -TIES] 

BOWFRONT BFNOORTW having curved front [adj] 
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BOWHUNTS BHNOSTUW BOWHUNT, to hunt with bow and arrow [v] 

BOWLFULS BFLLOSUW BOWLFUL, as much as bowl can hold [n] 

BOWSHOTS BHOOSSTW BOWSHOT, distance arrow is shot [n] 

BRACKENS ABCEKNRS BRACKEN, large fern [n] 

BRACKETS ABCEKRST BRACKET, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

BRAKEMAN AABEKMNR trainman (railroad employee) [n -MEN] 

BRAKEMEN ABEEKMNR BRAKEMAN, trainman (railroad employee) [n] 

BRANCHED ABCDEHNR BRANCH, to form branches (offshoots) [v] 

BRAWNILY ABILNRWY BRAWNY, muscular (pertaining to muscle) [adv] 

BREACHED ABCDEEHR BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREAKUPS ABEKPRSU BREAKUP, act of breaking up [n] 

BREECHED BCDEEEHR BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BREVIARY ABEIRRVY prayer book [n -RIES] 

BRICKIER BCEIIKRR BRICKY, made of bricks [adj] 

BRICKLES BCEIKLRS BRICKLE, brittle candy [n] 

BROACHED ABCDEHOR BROACH, to pierce so as to withdraw liquid [v] 

BROCKETS BCEKORST BROCKET, small, red deer [n] 

BROUGHAM ABGHMORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BROUHAHA AABHHORU uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -S] 

BROWBAND ABBDNORW band designed to cross forehead [n -S] 

BROWNISH BHINORSW somewhat brown [adj] 

BRUNCHED BCDEHNRU BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [v] 

BUCKAROO ABCKOORU cowboy [n -S] 

BUCKEENS BCEEKNSU BUCKEEN, poor man who acts as if wealthy [n] 

BUCKEROO BCEKOORU buckaroo (cowboy) [n -S] 

BUCKLERS BCEKLRSU BUCKLER, to shield (to provide with protective cover or shelter) [v] 

BUCKTAIL ABCIKLTU fishing lure [n -S] 

BUDDYING BDDGINUY BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUDWORMS BDMORSUW BUDWORM, caterpillar that eats buds [n] 

BUFFALOS ABFFLOSU BUFFALO, ox-like animal [n] 

BUFFETER BEEFFRTU one that buffets (to hit sharply) [n -S] 

BUFFIEST BEFFISTU BUFFY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

BUFFOONS BFFNOOSU BUFFOON, clown [n] 

BULLCOOK BCKLLOOU worker in logging camp [n -S] 

BULLNECK BCEKLLNU thick neck [n -S] 

BULLOCKS BCKLLOSU BULLOCK, castrated bull [n] 

BUNCHING BCGHINNU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

BUNKMATE ABEKMNTU person with whom sleeping quarters are shared [n -S] 

BURRFISH BFHIRRSU fish with erect spines [n -ES] 

BUSHFIRE BEFHIRSU fire in wooded area [n -S] 

BUSHPIGS BGHIPSSU BUSHPIG, wild African pig [n] 

BUTTOCKS BCKOSTTU BUTTOCK, either of two rounded parts of rump [n] 

BUTYRYLS BLRSTUYY BUTYRYL, radical of butyric acid [n] 

BYPASSED ABDEPSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 
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C 

CABBAGED AABBCDEG CABBAGE, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

CABOMBAS AABBCMOS CABOMBA, aquatic plant [n] 

CABOSHED ABCDEHOS caboched (full-faced -- used of animal's head in heraldry) [adj] 

CACHETED ACCDEEHT CACHET, to print design on envelope [v] 

CACKLERS ACCEKLRS CACKLER, one that cackles (to make sound of hen) [n] 

CACODYLS ACCDLOSY CACODYL, poisonous liquid [n] 

CADDYING ACDDGINY CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADUCITY ACCDITUY senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age) [n -TIES] 

CAFFEINE ACEEFFIN bitter alkaloid used as stimulant [n -S] 

CAFFEINS ACEFFINS CAFFEIN, caffeine (bitter alkaloid used as stimulant) [n] 

CAITIFFS ACFFIIST CAITIFF, despicable person [n] 

CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv] 

CAMBISMS ABCIMMSS CAMBISM, theory and practice of exchange in commerce [n] 

CAMBIUMS ABCIMMSU CAMBIUM, layer of plant tissue [n] 

CAMBRICS ABCCIMRS CAMBRIC, fine linen [n] 

CAMWOODS ACDMOOSW CAMWOOD, African hardwood tree [n] 

CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN] 

CANDYMEN ACDEMNNY CANDYMAN, one who sells illegal drugs [n] 

CAPESKIN ACEIKNPS soft leather [n -S] 

CAPRIFIG ACFGIIPR European tree [n -S] 

CAPSICUM ACCIMPSU tropical herb [n -S] 

CARAWAYS AAACRSWY CARAWAY, herb used in cooking [n] 

CARBAMIC AABCCIMR pertaining to type of acid [adj] 

CARBOYED ABCDEORY CARBOY, large bottle [adj] 

CARMAKER AACEKMRR automobile manufacturer [n -S] 

CARRACKS AACCKRRS CARRACK, type of merchant ship [n] 

CASEBOOK ABCEKOOS law textbook [n -S] 

CASSOCKS ACCKOSSS CASSOCK, long garment worn by clergymen [n] 

CASTAWAY AAACSTWY outcast (one that is cast out) [n -S] 

CASTOFFS ACFFOSST CASTOFF, discarded person or thing [n] 

CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S] 

CATCHING ACCGHINT CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

CATHODIC ACCDHIOT CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [adj] 

CAUSEWAY AACESUWY to build causeway (raised roadway) over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAVITARY AACIRTVY pertaining to formation of cavities in tissue [adj] 

CEPHALAD AACDEHLP toward head [adv] 

CEPHEIDS CDEEHIPS CEPHEID, giant star [n] 

CHADARIM AACDHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHAINSAW AACHINSW to cut with chain saw [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHALCIDS ACCDHILS CHALCID, tiny fly [n] 

CHALICED ACCDEHIL CHALICE, drinking cup [adj] 

CHALLAHS AACHHLLS CHALLAH, kind of bread [n] 

CHALLOTH ACHHLLOT CHALLAH, kind of bread [n] 

CHAMADES AACDEHMS CHAMADE, signal made with drum [n] 

CHANCING ACCGHINN CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANFRON ACFHNNOR chamfron (armor for horse's head) [n -S] 
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CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S] 

CHANOYUS ACHNOSUY CHANOYU, Japanese tea ritual [n] 

CHANTEYS ACEHNSTY CHANTEY, sailor's song [n] 

CHARACID AACCDHIR characin (tropical fish) [n -S] 

CHARLEYS ACEHLRSY CHARLEY, charlie (fool) [n] 

CHARMING ACGHIMNR pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] / CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv] 

CHASTITY ACHISTTY moral purity [n -TIES] 

CHATTERY ACEHRTTY CHATTER, to talk rapidly and trivially [adj] 

CHATTILY ACHILTTY CHATTY, talkative [adv] 

CHAUFERS ACEFHRSU CHAUFER, chauffer (small furnace) [n] 

CHAYOTES ACEHOSTY CHAYOTE, tropical vine [n] 

CHEDARIM ACDEHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHEEPING CEEGHINP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEERFUL CEEFHLRU full of spirits [adj -ER, -EST] 

CHEERILY CEEHILRY in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner [adv] 

CHEESILY CEEHILSY CHEESY, resembling cheese (food made from milk curds) [adv] 

CHEETAHS ACEEHHST CHEETAH, swift-running wildcat [n] 

CHELIPED CDEEHILP claw-bearing leg [n -S] 

CHENOPOD CDEHNOOP flowering plant [n -S] 

CHERVILS CEHILRSV CHERVIL, aromatic herb [n] 

CHESHIRE CEEHHIRS hard English cheese [n -S] 

CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHESTILY CEHILSTY CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adv] 

CHEVALET ACEEHLTV part of stringed instrument [n -S] 

CHEVERON CEEHNORV chevron (V-shaped pattern) [n -S] 

CHEVIOTS CEHIOSTV CHEVIOT, coarse fabric [n] 

CHEVRETS CEEHRSTV CHEVRET, chevre (cheese made from goat's milk) [n] 

CHEVRONS CEHNORSV CHEVRON, V-shaped pattern [n] 

CHEWIEST CEEHISTW CHEWY, not easily chewed [adj] 

CHICANED ACCDEHIN CHICANE, to trick by clever ruse [v] 

CHIEFEST CEEFHIST CHIEF, highest in authority [adj] 

CHILLILY CHIILLLY CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adv] 

CHILOPOD CDHILOOP multi-legged insect [n -S] 

CHIRMING CGHIIMNR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPING CGHIINPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIVAREE ACEEHIRV to perform mock serenade [v -D, -ING, -S] 

CHOOSILY CHILOOSY CHOOSY, hard to please [adv] 

CHORAGIC ACCGHIOR CHORAGUS, leader of chorus or choir [adj] 

CHORALLY ACHLLORY harmoniously (in harmonious manner) [adv] 

CHOUSHES CEHHOSSU CHOUSH, chiaus (Turkish messenger) [n] 

CHROMIDE CDEHIMOR tropical fish [n -S] 

CHROMING CGHIMNOR chromium ore [n -S] / CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CHURLISH CHHILRSU CHURL, rude person [adj] 

CHUTNEYS CEHNSTUY CHUTNEY, sweet and sour sauce [n] 

CICHLIDS CCDHIILS CICHLID, tropical fish [n] 
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CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CINCHING CCGHIINN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CIPHERED CDEEHIPR CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CIVILITY CIIILTVY courtesy; politeness [n -TIES] 

CLACKERS ACCEKLRS CLACKER, one that clacks (to make abrupt, dry sound) [n] 

CLADDAGH AACDDGHL ring designed with two hands clasping [n -S] 

CLAMLIKE ACEIKLLM resembling clam [adj] 

CLASSIFY ACFILSSY to arrange according to characteristics [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLAYWARE AACELRWY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S] 

CLEVERLY CEELLRVY CLEVER, mentally keen [adv] 

CLICKERS CCEIKLRS CLICKER, one that clicks (to make short, sharp sound) [n] 

CLIFFIER CEFFIILR CLIFFY, abounding in cliffs [adj] 

CLINCHED CCDEHILN CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLOCHARD ACCDHLOR vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -S] 

CLOCKERS CCEKLORS CLOCKER, one that clocks (to time with stopwatch) [n] 

CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

CLUBHAND ABCDHLNU deformed hand [n -S] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLUCKERS CCEKLRSU CLUCKER, chicken [n] 

CLUTCHED CCDEHLTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

COACHING ACCGHINO work of one that coaches [n -S] / COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COAGENCY ACCEGNOY joint agency [n -CIES] 

COALFISH ACFHILOS blackish fish [n -ES] 

COALSACK AACCKLOS dark region of Milky Way [n -S] 

COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S] 

COCKATOO ACCKOOOT parrot [n -S] 

COCKEREL CCEEKLOR young rooster [n -S] 

COCKIEST CCEIKOST COCKY, arrogantly self-confident [adj] 

COCKSURE CCEKORSU certain (absolutely confident) [adj] 

COCKTAIL ACCIKLOT to drink alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCOPLUM CCLMOOPU evergreen shrub [n -S] 

COEVALLY ACELLOVY contemporarily (in contemporary manner) [adv] 

COEVOLVE CEELOOVV to evolve together [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COFFRETS CEFFORST COFFRET, small strongbox [n] 

COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION, act or state of cohering [adj] 

COHOSHES CEHHOOSS COHOSH, medicinal plant [n] 

COIFFEUR CEFFIORU male hairdresser [n -S] 

COIFFURE CEFFIORU to coif (to style hair) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COLORWAY ACLOORWY arrangement of colors [n -S] 

COLUMBIC BCCILMOU pertaining to niobium (metallic element) [adj] 

COMAKERS ACEKMORS COMAKER, one who assumes financial responsibility for another's default [n] 

COMATIKS ACIKMOST COMATIK, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

COMEDOWN CDEMNOOW drop in status [n -S] 
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COMEMBER BCEEMMOR one that shares membership [n -S] 

COMMENCE CCEEMMNO to begin (to start (to set out)) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COMMERCE CCEEMMOR to commune (to converse intimately) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COMPACTS ACCMOPST COMPACT, to pack closely together [v] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLICE CCEILMOP associate [n -S] 

CONCAVED ACCDENOV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONCHOID CCDHINOO type of geometric curve [n -S] 

CONFERVA ACEFNORV freshwater alga [n -E, -S] 

CONVEYER CEENORVY one that conveys (to transport) [n -S] 

CONVEYOR CENOORVY conveyer (one that conveys (to transport)) [n -S] 

CONVOLVE CELNOOVV to roll together [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COOKABLE ABCEKLOO COOK, to prepare food by heating [adj] / something that can be cooked [n -S] 

COOKTOPS CKOOOPST COOKTOP, counter-top cooking apparatus [n] 

COPPICES CCEIOPPS COPPICE, to cause to grow in form of coppice (thicket) [v] 

COPREMIC CCEIMOPR COPREMIA, form of blood poisoning [adj] 

COPYEDIT CDEIOPTY to prepare copy for printer [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPYGIRL CGILOPRY girl who runs errands in newspaper office [n -S] 

COPYREAD ACDEOPRY to copyedit (to prepare copy for printer) [v COPYREAD, -ING, -S] 

CORMLIKE CEIKLMOR CORM, stem of certain plants [adj] 

CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S] 

COSSACKS ACCKOSSS COSSACK, Russian cavalryman [n] 

COUCHING CCGHINOU form of embroidery [n -S] / COUCH, to put into words [v] 

COVERTLY CELORTVY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

COWBINDS BCDINOSW COWBIND, species of bryony [n] 

COWBIRDS BCDIORSW COWBIRD, blackbird [n] 

COWTOWNS CNOOSTWW COWTOWN, town or city in cattle-raising area [n] 

CRABLIKE ABCEIKLR resembling crab [adj] 

CRACKERS ACCEKRRS CRACKER, thin, crisp biscuit [n] 

CRACKIER ACCEIKRR CRACKY, having cracks [adj] 

CRACKIES ACCEIKRS CRACKIE, small dog of mixed breed [n] 

CRACKLES ACCEKLRS CRACKLE, to make succession of snapping sounds [v] 

CRACKNEL ACCEKLNR hard, crisp biscuit [n -S] 

CRAFTILY ACFILRTY CRAFTY, skillful in deceiving [adv] 

CRANCHED ACCDEHNR CRANCH, to craunch (to crunch (to chew with crackling sound)) [v] 

CRANKPIN ACIKNNPR handle of crank [n -S] 

CRAVENLY ACELNRVY in cowardly (lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) manner [adv] 

CREDIBLY BCDEILRY CREDIBLE, believable [adv] 

CRENSHAW ACEHNRSW variety of honeydew melon [n -S] 

CREVICED CCDEEIRV CREVICE, cleft [adj] 

CRICKETS CCEIKRST CRICKET, to play cricket (ball game) [v] 

CROCKETS CCEKORST CROCKET, architectural ornament [n] 

CROSSWAY ACORSSWY road that crosses another road [n -S] 

CROTCHED CCDEHORT CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [adj] 

CROUCHED CCDEHORU CROUCH, to stoop (to bend body forward and down) [v] 

CROWFEET CEEFORTW CROWFOOT, flowering plant [n] 

CROWFOOT CFOOORTW flowering plant [n -FEET, -S] 
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CRUMBUMS BCMMRSUU CRUMBUM, despicable person [n] 

CRUNCHED CCDEHNRU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CRUTCHED CCDEHRTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v] 

CUCUMBER BCCEMRUU garden vegetable [n -S] 

CUFFLESS CEFFLSSU having no cuff [adj] 

CUPIDITY CDIIPTUY greed; lust [n -TIES] 

CUSHIONY CHINOSUY soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

CUTAWAYS AACSTUWY CUTAWAY, type of coat [n] 

CUTBANKS ABCKNSTU CUTBANK, steep stream bank [n] 

CYANAMID AACDIMNY chemical compound [n -S] 

CYCLINGS CCGILNSY CYCLING, act of riding bicycle [n] 

CYCLOIDS CCDILOSY CYCLOID, geometric curve [n] 

CYMLINGS CGILMNSY CYMLING, variety of squash [n] 

CYMOGENE CEEGMNOY volatile compound [n -S] 

CYPRINID CDIINPRY small freshwater fish [n -S] 
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DACKERED ACDDEEKR DACKER, to waver (to move back and forth) [v] 

DACTYLIC ACCDILTY verse consisting of dactyls [n -S] 

DAFFODIL ADDFFILO flowering plant [n -S] 

DAGLOCKS ACDGKLOS DAGLOCK, dirty or tangled lock of wool [n] 

DAISHIKI ADHIIIKS dashiki (African tunic) [n -S] 

DAKERHEN ADEEHKNR European bird [n -S] 

DAMASKED AADDEKMS DAMASK, to weave with elaborate design [v] 

DAMNABLY AABDLMNY DAMNABLE, detestable [adv] 

DANDRIFF ADDFFINR dandruff (scurf that forms on scalp) [n -S] 

DANDRUFF ADDFFNRU scurf that forms on scalp [n -S] 

DANDYISH ADDHINSY suggestive of dandy [adj] 

DAPPERLY ADELPPRY DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adv] 

DASHIKIS ADHIIKSS DASHIKI, African tunic [n] 

DAWNLIKE ADEIKLNW suggestive of daybreak [adj] 

DAYGLOWS ADGLOSWY DAYGLOW, airglow seen during day [n] 

DAYLIGHT ADGHILTY to illuminate with light of day [v DAYLIT, -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLOCK ACDDEKLO to come to standstill [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEATHCUP ACDEHPTU poisonous mushroom [n -S] 

DEBARKED ABDDEEKR DEBARK, to unload from ship [v] 

DEBEAKED ABDDEEEK DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v] 

DEBOUCHE BCDEEHOU opening for passage of troops [n -S] 

DEBUNKED BDDEEKNU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DECAMPED ACDDEEMP DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECEMVIR CDEEIMRV one of body of ten Roman magistrates [n -I, -S] 

DECIPHER CDEEHIPR to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECKINGS CDEGIKNS DECKING, material for ship's deck (platform serving as floor) [n] 

DECLUTCH CCDEHLTU to disengage clutch (coupling mechanism) of motor vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DECRYPTS CDEPRSTY DECRYPT, to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v] 

DEFRAYED ADDEEFRY DEFRAY, to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [v] 
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DEIFYING DEFGIINY DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEIXISES DEEIISSX DEIXIS, specifying function of some words [n] 

DEJEUNER DEEEJNRU late breakfast [n -S] 

DEKAGRAM AADEGKMR measure equal to ten grams [n -S] 

DELICACY ACCDEILY choice food [n -CIES] 

DEMAGOGY ADEGGMOY rule of demagog [n -GIES] 

DEMARCHE ACDEEHMR procedure [n -S] 

DEMARKED ADDEEKMR DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v] 

DEMOBBED BBDDEEMO DEMOB, to discharge from military service [v] 

DESPATCH ACDEHPST to dispatch (to send off with speed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DETICKED CDDEEIKT DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S] 

DEVOLVED DDEELOVV DEVOLVE, to transfer from one person to another [v] 

DEXTRALS ADELRSTX DEXTRAL, right-handed person [n] 

DEXTRANS ADENRSTX DEXTRAN, substance used as blood plasma substitute [n] 

DEXTRINE DEEINRTX dextrin (substance used as adhesive) [n -S] 

DEXTRINS DEINRSTX DEXTRIN, substance used as adhesive [n] 

DEXTROSE DEEORSTX form of glucose [n -S] 

DEXTROUS DEORSTUX adroit (skillful (having skill (ability to do something well))) [adj] 

DHANSAKS AADHKNSS DHANSAK, casserole of meats and vegetables [n] 

DIARCHIC ACCDHIIR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj] 

DICHOTIC CCDHIIOT affecting two ears differently [adj] 

DICHROIC CCDHIIOR having two colors [adj] 

DICKERED CDDEEIKR DICKER, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

DIFFERED DDEEFFIR DIFFER, to be unlike [v] 

DIFFUSED DDEFFISU DIFFUSE, to spread widely or thinly [v] 

DIMORPHS DHIMOPRS DIMORPH, either of two distinct forms [n] 

DIOXANES ADEINOSX DIOXANE, flammable liquid [n] 

DIPHASIC ACDHIIPS diphase (having two phases) [adj] 

DIPTYCAS ACDIPSTY DIPTYCA, diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n] 

DISHLIKE DEHIIKLS resembling dish [adj] 

DISJOINS DIIJNOSS DISJOIN, to separate (to set or keep apart) [v] 

DISJOINT DIIJNOST to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPATCH ACDHIPST to send off with speed [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISYOKES DEIKOSSY DISYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

DOCKAGES ACDEGKOS DOCKAGE, charge for use of dock [n] 

DOCKETED CDDEEKOT DOCKET, to supply with identifying statement [v] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S] 

DOCKSIDE CDDEIKOS area adjacent to dock [n -S] 

DOGSBODY BDDGOOSY menial worker [n -DIES] 

DORMANCY ACDMNORY state of being dormant (lying asleep) [n -CIES] 

DOVEKIES DEEIKOSV DOVEKIE, seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n] 

DOVELIKE DEEIKLOV resembling or suggestive of dove [adj] 

DOWNCOME CDEMNOOW downfall (sudden fall) [n -S] 

DOWNLIKE DEIKLNOW resembling down [adj] 

DOWNLINK DIKLNNOW to transmit data from satellite to earth [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNPIPE DEINOPPW pipe for draining water from roof [n -S] 
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DOWNWARD ADDNORWW from higher to lower place [adv] 

DOWNWIND DDINNOWW in direction that wind blows [adv] 

DRACHMAE AACDEHMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRACHMAI AACDHIMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRACHMAS AACDHMRS DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRAMSHOP ADHMOPRS barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 

DRAUGHTY ADGHRTUY drafty (having or exposed to currents of air) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DRIPPILY DIILPPRY DRIPPY, very wet [adv] 

DROUGHTY DGHORTUY dry (having no moisture) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

DRUNKISH DHIKNRSU somewhat drunk [adj] 

DUCKLING CDGIKLNU young duck [n -S] 

DUDISHLY DDHILSUY in manner of dude [adv] 

DUKEDOMS DDEKMOSU DUKEDOM, duchy (domain of duke) [n] 

DUTCHMAN ACDHMNTU something used to hide structural defects [n -MEN] 

DUTCHMEN CDEHMNTU DUTCHMAN, something used to hide structural defects [n] 

DUXELLES DEELLSUX garnish or sauce with minced mushrooms [n DUXELLES] 

DWARFING ADFGINRW DWARF, to cause to appear small [v] 

DYEWEEDS DDEEESWY DYEWEED, shrub that yields yellow dye [n] 

DYEWOODS DDEOOSWY DYEWOOD, wood from which dye is extracted [n] 

DYNAMICS ACDIMNSY DYNAMIC, physical force [n] 

DYNAMISM ADIMMNSY theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy [n -S] 

DYSPNEIC CDEINPSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj] 

DYSPNOIC CDINOPSY DYSPNOEA, dyspnea (labored breathing) [adj] 
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EARMUFFS AEFFMRSU EARMUFF, one of pair of ear coverings [n] 

ECHOGRAM ACEGHMOR record produced by device that uses ultrasonic waves [n -S] 

EDGEWAYS ADEEGSWY edgewise (sideways (toward or from one side)) [adv] 

EDIFYING DEFGIINY EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EFFACERS ACEEFFRS EFFACER, one that effaces (to rub or wipe out) [n] 

EFFECTER CEEEFFRT effector (bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse) [n -S] 

EFFECTOR CEEFFORT bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse [n -S] 

EFFULGED DEEFFGLU EFFULGE, to shine forth [v] 

ELKHOUND DEHKLNOU hunting dog [n -S] 

EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBOWING BEGIMNOW EMBOW, to arch (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [v] 

EMBRYOID BDEIMORY mass of tissue that resembles embryo [n -S] 

EMPLOYED DEELMOPY EMPLOY, to hire (to engage services of for payment) [v] 

EMPTYING EGIMNPTY EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMULSIFY EFILMSUY to make into emulsion [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ENDEXINE DEEEINNX inner layer of exine [n -S] 

ENJOINED DEEIJNNO ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

ENSKYING EGIKNNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENTHALPY AEHLNPTY thermodynamic measure of heat [n -PIES] 

ENVIABLY ABEILNVY ENVIABLE, desirable [adv] 
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ENWOMBED BDEEMNOW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

EPENDYMA ADEEMNPY membrane lining certain body cavities [n -S] 

EPICLIKE CEEIIKLP resembling epic (long narrative poem) [adj] 

EPIGRAPH AEGHIPPR engraved inscription [n -S] 

ERYTHEMA AEEHMRTY redness of skin [n -S] 

ESCHEWAL ACEEHLSW act of eschewing (to avoid (to keep away from)) [n -S] 

ESCHEWER CEEEHRSW one that avoids something [n -S] 

ETHEPHON EEHHNOPT synthetic plant growth regulator [n -S] 

ETHNARCH ACEHHNRT ruler of people or province [n -S] 

ETHNONYM EHMNNOTY name of ethnic group [n -S] 

EUPHRASY AEHPRSUY annual herb [n -SIES] 

EURYBATH ABEHRTUY organism that can live in wide range of water depths [n -S] 

EUTROPHY EHOPRTUY healthful nutrition [n -HIES] 

EVERYMAN AEEMNRVY typical or ordinary man [n -MEN] 

EVERYMEN EEEMNRVY EVERYMAN, typical or ordinary man [n] 

EVINCIVE CEEIINVV EVINCE, to show clearly [adj] 

EVONYMUS EMNOSUVY euonymus (any of genus of shrubs or small trees) [n -ES] 

EXALTING AEGILNTX EXALT, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

EXEGESES EEEEGSSX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [n] 

EXEGESIS EEEGISSX critical explanation or analysis [n -SES] 

EXEGETES EEEEGSTX EXEGETE, one skilled in exegesis [n] 

EXERGUAL AEEGLRUX EXERGUE, space on coin [adj] 

EXERGUES EEEGRSUX EXERGUE, space on coin [n] 

EXERTING EEGINRTX EXERT, to put into action [v] 

EXIGUOUS EGIOSUUX meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

EXISTING EGIINSTX EXIST, to be (to have actuality) [v] 

EXODUSES DEEOSSUX EXODUS, movement away [n] 

EXORDIAL ADEILORX EXORDIUM, beginning [adj] 

EXSERTED DEEERSTX EXSERT, to thrust out [v] 

EXTENDER DEEENRTX substance added to another substance [n -S] 

EXTOLLED DEELLOTX EXTOL, to praise highly [v] / EXTOLL [v] 

EXTORTED DEEORTTX EXTORT, to obtain from person by violence or intimidation [v] 

EXTRADOS ADEORSTX outer curve of arch [n -ES] 

EXTRUDER DEERRTUX one that extrudes (to force, thrust, or push out) [n -S] 

EXTRUDES DEERSTUX EXTRUDE, to force, thrust, or push out [v] 

EXUDATES ADEESTUX EXUDATE, exuded substance [n] 

EXULTING EGILNTUX EXULT, to rejoice greatly [v] 

EYEBROWS BEEORSWY EYEBROW, ridge over eye [n] 
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FACELIFT ACEFFILT to perform plastic surgery on face [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FACETELY ACEEFLTY FACETE, witty (humorously clever) [adv] 

FACIALLY AACFILLY with respect to face [adv] 

FACILELY ACEFILLY FACILE, easily achieved or performed [adv] 

FACILITY ACFIILTY quality of being facile (easily achieved or performed) [n -TIES] 

FAIRYISM AFIIMRSY quality of being like fairy [n -S] 
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FALCHION ACFHILNO broad-bladed sword [n -S] 

FALCONRY ACFLNORY sport of hunting with falcons [n -RIES] 

FALLIBLY ABFILLLY FALLIBLE, capable of erring [adv] 

FAMISHES AEFHIMSS FAMISH, to suffer extreme hunger [v] 

FAMOUSLY AFLMOSUY FAMOUS, well-known [adv] 

FANCIFUL ACFFILNU unrealistic (not realistic) [adj] 

FANGLIKE AEFGIKLN FANG, long, pointed tooth [adj] 

FAROUCHE ACEFHORU sullenly shy [adj] 

FATHOMER AEFHMORT one that fathoms (to understand (to grasp mentally)) [n -S] 

FAUCETRY ACEFRTUY array of faucets [n -RIES] 

FAUVISMS AFIMSSUV FAUVISM, movement in painting [n] 

FEASIBLY ABEFILSY FEASIBLE, capable of being done [adv] 

FEEBLISH BEEFHILS somewhat feeble [adj] 

FEEDYARD ADDEEFRY feedlot (plot of land on which livestock is fattened) [n -S] 

FELICITY CEFIILTY happiness (quality of being happy (marked by joy)) [n -TIES] 

FEMINITY EFIIMNTY quality of being womanly (having qualities of woman) [n -TIES] 

FENCEROW CEEFNORW land occupied by fence [n -S] 

FERACITY ACEFIRTY state of being fruitful (producing abundantly) [n -TIES] 

FEROCITY CEFIORTY fierceness (quality of being fierce (violently hostile or aggressive)) [n -TIES] 

FERRYMAN AEFMNRRY one who operates ferry [n -MEN] 

FERRYMEN EEFMNRRY FERRYMAN, one who operates ferry [n] 

FETCHERS CEEFHRST FETCHER, one that fetches (to go after and bring back) [n] 

FETICHES CEEFHIST FETICH, fetish (object believed to have magical power) [n] 

FIERCELY CEEFILRY FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adv] 

FIGHTING FGGHIINT act of one that fights [n -S] / FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary [v] 

FILCHERS CEFHILRS FILCHER, one that filches (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

FILIFORM FFIILMOR shaped like filament [adj] 

FILMCARD ACDFILMR fiche (sheet of microfilm) [n -S] 

FILMDOMS DFILMMOS FILMDOM, motion-picture industry [n] 

FILMFEST EFFILMST festival at which many films are shown [n -S] 

FINIKING FGIIIKNN finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 

FINOCHIO CFHIINOO perennial herb [n -S] 

FIRECLAY ACEFILRY heat-resistant clay [n -S] 

FIREDAMP ADEFIMPR combustible gas [n -S] 

FIRESHIP EFHIIPRS burning ship sent among enemy's ships [n -S] 

FIREWORM EFIMORRW glowworm (luminous insect) [n -S] 

FIRMWARE AEFIMRRW computer programs permanently stored on microchip [n -S] 

FISCALLY ACFILLSY with regard to financial matters [adv] 

FISHABLE ABEFHILS suitable for fishing [adj] 

FISHBOAT ABFHIOST watercraft used for fishing [n -S] 

FISHBOLT BFHILOST type of bolt [n -S] 

FISHBONE BEFHINOS bone of fish [n -S] 

FISHGIGS FGGHIISS FISHGIG, pronged implement for spearing fish [n] 

FISHMEAL AEFHILMS ground dried fish [n -S] 

FISHPOLE EFHILOPS fishing rod [n -S] 

FITCHETS CEFHISTT FITCHET, fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n] 

FIVEPINS EFIINPSV bowling game [n -S] 
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FLAMBEED ABDEEFLM FLAMBE, to douse with liqueur and ignite [v] 

FLAMMING AFGILMMN FLAM, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FLANKING AFGIKLNN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLAPPING AFGILNPP FLAP, to wave up and down [v] 

FLATWORM AFLMORTW flat-bodied worm [n -S] 

FLEECHES CEEEFHLS FLEECH, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

FLEECILY CEEFILLY FLEECY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adv] 

FLEHMENS EEFHLMNS FLEHMEN, to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v] 

FLENCHES CEEFHLNS FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S] 

FLETCHER CEEFHLRT one that makes arrows [n -S] 

FLETCHES CEEFHLST FLETCH, to fledge (to furnish with feathers) [v] 

FLICHTER CEFHILRT to flicker (to move waveringly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLIGHTED DEFGHILT FLIGHT, to fly in flock [v] 

FLIMSILY FIILLMSY FLIMSY, lacking solidity or strength [adv] 

FLINCHER CEFHILNR one that flinches (to shrink back involuntarily) [n -S] 

FLINCHES CEFHILNS FLINCH, to shrink back involuntarily [v] 

FLIPPING FGIILNPP FLIP, to throw with brisk motion [v] 

FLITCHES CEFHILST FLITCH, to cut into strips [v] 

FLOCCING CCFGILNO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules [v] 

FLOPOVER EFLOOPRV defect in television reception [n -S] 

FLOPPING FGILNOPP FLOP, to fall heavily and noisily [v] 

FLOWABLE ABEFLLOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along [adj] 

FLUBBING BBFGILNU FLUB, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FLUBDUBS BBDFLSUU FLUBDUB, pretentious nonsense [n] 

FLUMPING FGILMNPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

FLUNKING FGIKLNNU FLUNK, to fail examination or course [v] 

FLYBELTS BEFLLSTY FLYBELT, area infested with tsetse flies [n] 

FLYBOATS ABFLOSTY FLYBOAT, small, fast boat [n] 

FLYPASTS AFLPSSTY FLYPAST, flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n] 

FLYTRAPS AFLPRSTY FLYTRAP, trap for catching flies [n] 

FOGLIGHT FGGHILOT motor-vehicle light used in foggy conditions [n -S] 

FOLKSONG FGKLNOOS song of folk music of area [n -S] 

FOLLOWUP FLLOOPUW news article that adds information to previous article [n -S] 

FOOTBATH ABFHOOTT bath for feet [n -S] 

FOOTBOYS BFOOOSTY FOOTBOY, serving boy [n] 

FOOTPATH AFHOOPTT path for pedestrians [n -S] 

FORCEFUL CEFFLORU strong (having great strength) [adj] 

FOREBAYS ABEFORSY FOREBAY, reservoir from which water is taken to run equipment [n] 

FOREFACE ACEEFFOR front part of head of quadruped [n -S] 

FOREPAWS AEFOPRSW FOREPAW, paw of foreleg [n] 

FOREPLAY AEFLOPRY erotic stimulation preceding sexual intercourse [n -S] 

FORMALLY AFLLMORY in prescribed or customary manner [adv] 

FORMERLY EFLMORRY previously (in previous (coming or occurring before in time or order) manner) [adv] 

FOURCHEE CEEFHORU having end of each arm forked -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

FRANKING AFGIKNNR FRANK, to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery [v] 

FRAPPING AFGINPPR FRAP, to bind firmly [v] 
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FREAKING AEFGIKNR FREAK, to streak with color [v] 

FREEFORM EEFFMORR having free-flowing design or shape [adj] 

FRENCHES CEEFHNRS FRENCH, to cut into thin strips before cooking [v] 

FRESHMAN AEFHMNRS first-year student at high school, university, or college [n -MEN] 

FRESHMEN EEFHMNRS FRESHMAN, first-year student at high school, university, or college [n] 

FRIBBLED BBDEFILR FRIBBLE, to act foolishly [v] 

FRIGHTED DEFGHIRT FRIGHT, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

FRIGIDLY DFGIILRY FRIGID, very cold [adv] 

FRISKING FGIIKNRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v] 

FROGEYED DEEFGORY FROGEYE, plant disease [adj] 

FROGLIKE EFGIKLOR resembling frog [adj] 

FROMENTY EFMNORTY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FRUMENTY EFMNRTUY dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar [n -TIES] 

FUCHSIAS ACFHISSU FUCHSIA, flowering shrub [n] 

FUCHSINE CEFHINSU fuchsin (red dye) [n -S] 

FUCHSINS CFHINSSU FUCHSIN, red dye [n] 

FULLFACE ACEFFLLU heavy-faced type [n -S] 

FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES] 

FUMBLING BFGILMNU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUMITORY FIMORTUY climbing plant [n -RIES] 

FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN] 

FUNNYMEN EFMNNNUY FUNNYMAN, comedian (humorous entertainer) [n] 

FURBELOW BEFLORUW to decorate with ruffles [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FURMENTY EFMNRTUY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FUSIFORM FFIMORSU tapering toward each end [adj] 

FUTHARCS ACFHRSTU FUTHARC, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 

FUTHORCS CFHORSTU FUTHORC, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 
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GALAXIES AAEGILSX GALAXY, large system of celestial bodies [n] 

GALUMPHS AGHLMPSU GALUMPH, to move clumsily [v] 

GAMEPLAY AAEGLMPY way computer or video game is played [n -S] 

GANGWAYS AAGGNSWY GANGWAY, passageway [n] 

GAPEWORM AEGMOPRW worm that causes disease of young birds [n -S] 

GASWORKS AGKORSSW factory where gas is produced [n GASWORKS] 

GAWKIEST AEGIKSTW GAWKY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 

GAYWINGS AGGINSWY perennial herb [n GAYWINGS] 

GEEKDOMS DEEGKMOS GEEKDOM, world of geeks [n] 

GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S] 

GEODUCKS CDEGKOSU GEODUCK, large, edible clam [n] 

GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES] 

GEOTAXES AEEGOSTX GEOTAXIS, movement of organism in response to gravity [n] 

GEOTAXIS AEGIOSTX movement of organism in response to gravity [n -XES] 

GHERKINS EGHIKNRS GHERKIN, small cucumber [n] 

GIFTEDLY DEFGILTY in talented (special natural ability) manner [adv] 

GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S] 
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GJETOSTS EGJOSSTT GJETOST, hard brown cheese [n] 

GLOXINIA AGIILNOX tropical plant [n -S] 

GLUMPILY GILLMPUY GLUMPY, glum (being in low spirits) [adv] 

GLYCEMIA ACEGILMY presence of glucose in blood [n -S] 

GLYCERIC CCEGILRY GLYCERIN, glycerol (syrupy alcohol) [adj] 

GLYCOLIC CCGILLOY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [adj] 

GLYCONIC CCGILNOY type of verse line [n -S] 

GLYPTICS CGILPSTY GLYPTIC, art or process of engraving on gems [n] 

GODAWFUL ADFGLOUW extremely unpleasant [adj] 

GODCHILD CDDGHILO one whom person sponsors at baptism [n -REN] 

GOFFERED DEEFFGOR GOFFER, to press ridges or pleats into [v] 

GOLDFISH DFGHILOS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

GOLLYWOG GGLLOOWY golliwog (grotesque doll) [n -S] 

GOODWIFE DEFGIOOW mistress of household [n -IVES] 

GOOMBAHS ABGHMOOS GOOMBAH, older man who is friend [n] 

GOOMBAYS ABGMOOSY GOOMBAY, calypso music of Bahamas [n] 

GORBLIMY BGILMORY blimey (used as expression of surprise) [interj] 

GRAMERCY ACEGMRRY expression of gratitude [n -CIES] 

GRAPHEME AEEGHMPR unit of writing system [n -S] 

GRAPHICS ACGHIPRS GRAPHIC, product of art of representation [n] 

GRAVIDLY ADGILRVY GRAVID, pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adv] 

GRAVLAKS AAGKLRSV gravlax (cured salmon) [n GRAVLAKS] 

GRIDLOCK CDGIKLOR to bring to standstill [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRUBBILY BBGILRUY GRUBBY, dirty (unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain))) [adv] 

GRUBWORM BGMORRUW larva of some insects [n -S] 

GRUFFING FFGGINRU GRUFF, to utter in gruff voice [v] 

GRUMPHIE EGHIMPRU pig [n -S] 

GRUMPILY GILMPRUY GRUMPY, ill-tempered [adv] 

GRUMPISH GHIMPRSU grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

GUIDEWAY ADEGIUWY track for controlling line of motion of something [n -S] 

GULFLIKE EFGIKLLU resembling deep chasm [adj] 

GULFWEED DEEFGLUW brownish seaweed [n -S] 

GUNFIGHT FGGHINTU to fight with guns [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

GUNKHOLE EGHKLNOU to make series of short boat trips [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GYMSLIPS GILMPSSY GYMSLIP, sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n] 

GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES] 

GYNECIUM CEGIMNUY pistil of flower [n -IA] 
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HABENDUM ABDEHMNU part of deed that limits extent of ownership [n -S] 

HACHURES ACEHHRSU HACHURE, to make hatching on map [v] 

HAFNIUMS AFHIMNSU HAFNIUM, metallic element [n] 

HAGGADIC AACDGGHI HAGGADAH, biblical narrative [adj] 

HAHNIUMS AHHIMNSU HAHNIUM, radioactive element [n] 

HAIRWORM AHIMORRW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HALACHAS AAACHHLS HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [n] 
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HALACHOT AACHHLOT HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [n] 

HALCYONS ACHLNOSY HALCYON, mythical bird [n] 

HALFTIME AEFHILMT intermission in football game [n -S] 

HAMBONED ABDEHMNO HAMBONE, to overact (to act with exaggeration) [v] 

HAMBURGS ABGHMRSU HAMBURG, patty of ground beef [n] 

HAMMADAS AAADHMMS HAMMADA, desert plateau of bedrock [n] 

HAMMERED ADEEHMMR HAMMER, to strike repeatedly [v] 

HAMPERED ADEEHMPR HAMPER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

HANDCLAP AACDHLNP striking together of palms of hands [n -S] 

HANDHELD ADDEHHLN something held in hand [n -S] 

HANDHOLD ADDHHLNO handgrip (grip by hand or hands) [n -S] 

HANDICAP AACDHINP to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HANDLIKE ADEHIKLN resembling hand [adj] 

HANKERED ADEEHKNR HANKER, to long for [v] 

HAPHTARA AAAHHPRT biblical selection [n -S, -ROT, -OTH] 

HAPPENED ADEEHNPP HAPPEN, to occur (to take place) [v] 

HARDHEAD AADDEHHR practical person [n -S] 

HARDWOOD ADDHOORW hard, compact wood of various trees [n -S] 

HARKENED ADEEHKNR HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

HATCHELS ACEHHLST HATCHEL, to separate flax fibers with comb [v] 

HATCHERS ACEHHRST HATCHER, one that hatches (to bring forth young from egg) [n] 

HATCHETS ACEHHSTT HATCHET, small ax [n] 

HAUNCHES ACEHHNSU HAUNCH, hindquarter [n] 

HAUTBOYS ABHOSTUY HAUTBOY, oboe (woodwind instrument) [n] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj] / toward head [adv] 

HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 

HEDGEPIG DEEGGHIP hedgehog (small mammal) [n -S] 

HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S] 

HEIRSHIP EHHIIPRS right to inheritance [n -S] 

HELICITY CEHIILTY component of particle's spin [n -S] 

HELMINTH EHHILMNT worm [n -S] 

HEMPSEED DEEEHMPS seed of hemp [n -S] 

HERDLIKE DEEHIKLR resembling herd [adj] 

HERMITRY EHIMRRTY state of being hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -RIES] 

HEUCHERA ACEEHHRU North American plant [n -S] 

HIDDENLY DDEHILNY HIDDEN, concealed; obscure [adv] 

HIERARCH ACEHHIRR religious leader [n -S] 

HIGHLAND ADGHHILN elevated region [n -S] 

HIGHROAD ADGHHIOR highway (main road) [n -S] 

HIGHTING GGHHIINT HIGHT, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

HINDWING DGHIINNW posterior wing of insect [n -S] 

HITCHERS CEHHIRST HITCHER, one that hitches (to fasten with knot or hook) [n] 

HOBBLING BBGHILNO HOBBLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HOGSHEAD ADEGHHOS large cask [n -S] 

HOGTYING GGHINOTY HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 
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HOGWEEDS DEEGHOSW HOGWEED, coarse plant [n] 

HOLDDOWN DDHLNOOW clamp for holding object in place [n -S] 

HOLOTYPE EHLOOPTY animal or plant specimen [n -S]  

HOMBURGS BGHMORSU HOMBURG, felt hat [n] 

HOMEBRED BDEEHMOR native athlete [n -S] 

HOMEMADE ADEEHMMO made at home [adj] 

HOMEPAGE AEEGHMOP main page of website [n -S] 

HOMESTAY AEHMOSTY period during which visitor in foreign country lives with local family [n -S] 

HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

HOMICIDE CDEHIIMO killing of one person by another [n -S] 

HONCHOES CEHHNOOS HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HONEYBEE BEEEHNOY type of bee (winged insect) [n -S] 

HONEYBUN BEHNNOUY sweetheart [n -S] 

HONEYPOT EHNOOPTY one that is attractive or desirable [n -S] 

HOOCHIES CEHHIOOS HOOCHIE, promiscuous young woman [n] 

HOODLIKE DEHIKLOO resembling hood [adj] 

HOOFBEAT ABEFHOOT sound of hooves striking ground [n -S] 

HOOKINGS GHIKNOOS HOOKING, illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n] 

HOOTCHES CEHHOOST HOOTCH, hooch (cheap whiskey) [n] 

HOPEFULS EFHLOPSU HOPEFUL, one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n] 

HOPPINGS GHINOPPS HOPPING, going from one place to another of same kind [n] 

HOPPLING GHILNOPP HOPPLE, to hobble (to limp (to walk lamely)) [v] 

HORNWORM HMNOORRW larva of hawkmoth [n -S] 

HORRIBLY BHILORRY dreadfully (in dreadful manner) [adv] 

HORRIFIC CFHIIORR causing horror (feeling of intense fear or repugnance) [adj] 

HOUSEBOY BEHOOSUY male servant [n -S] 

HOYDENED DDEEHNOY HOYDEN, to act like tomboy [v] 

HUARACHE AACEHHRU flat-heeled sandal [n -S] 

HUARACHO AACHHORU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

HUISACHE ACEHHISU flowering plant [n -S] 

HUMANELY AEHLMNUY HUMANE, compassionate [adv] 

HUMANITY AHIMNTUY human race [n -TIES] 

HUMBLING BGHILMNU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMDRUMS DHMMRSUU HUMDRUM, dull, boring person [n] 

HUMILITY HIILMTUY quality of being humble (modest (having moderate regard for oneself)) [n -TIES] 

HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

HUNKERED DEEHKNRU HUNKER, to squat (to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels) [v] 

HUSKINGS GHIKNSSU HUSKING, gathering of families to husk corn [n] 

HYBRISES BEHIRSSY HYBRIS, hubris (arrogance (quality of being arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance))) [n] 

HYDATIDS ADDHISTY HYDATID, cyst caused by tapeworm [n] 

HYDRATED ADDEHRTY HYDRATE, to combine with water [v] 

HYDRIDES DDEHIRSY HYDRIDE, chemical compound [n] 

HYDROGEL DEGHLORY colloid (type of chemical suspension) [n -S] 

HYDROGEN DEGHNORY gaseous element [n -S] 

HYDROIDS DDHIORSY HYDROID, polyp (invertebrate) [n] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 

HYMENIAL AEHILMNY HYMENIUM, layer in certain fungi [adj] 
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HYMNISTS HIMNSSTY HYMNIST, one who composes hymns [n] 

HYMNLESS EHLMNSSY lacking hymn [adj] 

HYOSCINE CEHINOSY sedative (drug that induces calm state) [n -S] 

HYPEREST EEHPRSTY HYPER, hyperactive [adj] 

HYPERONS EHNOPRSY HYPERON, atomic particle [n] 

HYPNOSES EHNOPSSY HYPNOSIS, artificially induced state resembling sleep [n] 

HYPNOSIS HINOPSSY artificially induced state resembling sleep [n -SES] 

HYPONEAS AEHNOPSY HYPONEA, hyponoia (dulled mental activity) [n] 

HYPONOIA AHINOOPY dulled mental activity [n -S] 

HYSTERIC CEHIRSTY one who is subject to fits of hysteria [n -S] 
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ICEBLINK BCEIIKLN glare over icefield [n -S] 

ICEMAKER ACEEIKMR appliance that makes ice [n -S] 

IMMESHED DEEHIMMS IMMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

IMPAWNED ADEIMNPW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

IMPLYING GIILMNPY IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPROVED DEIMOPRV IMPROVE, to make better [v] 

INDEXERS DEEINRSX INDEXER, one that indexes (to provide with index) [n] 

INFIRMLY FIILMNRY in feeble (weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance))) manner [adv] 

INFOBAHN ABFHINNO electronic communications network [n -S] 

INFOTECH CEFHINOT computer technology for distributing data [n -S] 

INJURING GIIJNNRU INJURE, to do or cause injury to [v] 

INKWOODS DIKNOOSW INKWOOD, evergreen tree [n] 

INVIABLY ABIILNVY INVIABLE, not viable (capable of living) [adv] 

INVOKING GIIKNNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 
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JADEITES ADEEIJST JADEITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

JANGLERS AEGJLNRS JANGLER, one that jangles (to make harsh, metallic sound) [n] 

JANGLIER AEGIJLNR JANGLY, jangling [adj] 

JARGONEL AEGJLNOR variety of pear [n -S] 

JARGOONS AGJNOORS JARGOON, variety of zircon [n] 

JAUNTING AGIJNNTU JAUNT, to make pleasure trip [v] 

JELUTONG EGJLNOTU tropical tree [n -S] 

JERREEDS DEEEJRRS JERREED, jereed (wooden javelin) [n] 

JESTINGS EGIJNSST JESTING, act of one who jests [n] 

JINGALLS AGIJLLNS JINGALL, jingal (heavy musket) [n] 

JINGLERS EGIJLNRS JINGLER, one that jingles (to make tinkling sound) [n] 

JINGLIER EGIIJLNR JINGLY, jingling [adj] 

JINGOIST GIIJNOST jingo (zealous patriot) [n -S] 

JITTERED DEEIJRTT JITTER, to fidget (to move nervously or restlessly) [v] 

JOGTROTS GJOORSTT JOGTROT, to move at slow, regular pace [v] 

JOINDERS DEIJNORS JOINDER, joining of parties in lawsuit [n] 

JOININGS GIIJNNOS JOINING, juncture (act of joining) [n] 
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JOINTING GIIJNNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v] 

JOISTING GIIJNOST JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v] 

JONESING EGIJNNOS JONES, to have strong craving for something [v] 

JONGLEUR EGJLNORU minstrel (medieval musician) [n -S] 

JOSTLING GIJLNOST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JOTTINGS GIJNOSTT JOTTING, brief note [n] 

JOUSTING GIJNOSTU mounted contest using lances [n -S] / JOUST, to engage in personal combat [v] 

JUDOISTS DIJOSSTU JUDOIST, one skilled in judo [n] 

JUGULARS AGJLRSUU JUGULAR, vein of neck [n] 

JUGULATE AEGJLTUU to suppress disease by extreme measures [v -D, -TING, -S] 

JUNGLIER EGIJLNRU JUNGLY, resembling jungle (land covered with dense tropical vegetation) [adj] 

JUNGLIST GIJLNSTU performer of style of fast dance music [n -S] 

JUNIORED DEIJNORU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v] 

JUSTLING GIJLNSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 
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KABADDIS AABDDIKS KABADDI, tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n] 

KABALISM AABIKLMS cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

KABBALAS AAABBKLS KABBALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KAILYARD AADIKLRY kaleyard (kitchen garden) [n -S] 

KALEYARD AADEKLRY kitchen garden [n -S] 

KALIMBAS AABIKLMS KALIMBA, African musical instrument [n] 

KAMACITE AACEIKMT alloy of nickel and iron [n -S] 

KASHERED ADEEHKRS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KATHODAL AADHKLOT KATHODE, cathode (negatively charged electrode) [adj] 

KATHODES ADEHKOST KATHODE, cathode (negatively charged electrode) [n] 

KEEPABLE ABEEEKLP KEEP, to continue to possess [adj] 

KEESHOND DEEHKNOS small, heavy-coated dog [n -EN, -S] 

KEMPIEST EEIKMPST KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

KERAMICS ACEIKMRS KERAMIC, ceramic (item made of baked clay) [n] 

KEYNOTED DEEKNOTY KEYNOTE, to deliver main speech at function [v] 

KIDNAPED ADDEIKNP KIDNAP, to take person by force and often for ransom [v] 

KINGBIRD BDGIIKNR American bird [n -S] 

KINGDOMS DGIKMNOS KINGDOM, area ruled by king [n] 

KIPPERER EEIKPPRR one that kippers (to cure fish by salting and smoking) [n -S] 

KISMETIC CEIIKMST KISMET, destiny (fate or fortune to which one is destined) [adj] 

KNAPPERS AEKNPPRS KNAPPER, one that knaps (to strike sharply) [n] 

KNEECAPS ACEEKNPS KNEECAP, to maim by shooting in kneecap (bone at front of knee) [v] 

KNIFINGS FGIIKNNS KNIFING, act of stabbing with knife [n] 

KNOBBIER BBEIKNOR KNOBBY, full of knobs [adj] 

KNOTHEAD ADEHKNOT stupid person [n -S] 

KNOTWEED DEEKNOTW common weed [n -S] 

KNOWINGS GIKNNOSW KNOWING, knowledge [n] 

KNUBBIER BBEIKNRU KNUBBY, nubby (having nubs (protuberance or knob)) [adj] 

KOSHERED DEEHKORS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KOTOWING GIKNOOTW KOTOW, to kowtow (to behave in servile manner) [v] 
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KRIMMERS EIKMMRRS KRIMMER, kind of fur [n] 

KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v] 

KYANISED ADEIKNSY KYANISE, to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v] 
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LADYHOOD ADDHLOOY state of being lady (woman of refinement and gentle manners) [n -S] 

LADYKINS ADIKLNSY LADYKIN, small lady [n] 

LADYLIKE ADEIKLLY resembling or suitable to lady [adj] 

LADYPALM AADLLMPY palm tree [n -S] 

LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S] 

LAKEWARD AADEKLRW facing lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 

LAMBKINS ABIKLMNS LAMBKIN, small lamb [n] 

LAMBLIKE ABEIKLLM resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBSKIN ABIKLMNS skin of lamb [n -S] 

LAMPYRID ADILMPRY any of family of beetles [n -S] 

LAYWOMAN AALMNOWY female member of laity [n -MEN] 

LAYWOMEN AELMNOWY LAYWOMAN, female member of laity [n] 

LEADWORK ADEKLORW something made of lead [n -S] 

LEAFWORM AEFLMORW moth larva that feeds on leaves [n -S] 

LECYTHIS CEHILSTY designating family of tropical shrubs [adj] 

LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEGWORKS EGKLORSW LEGWORK, work that involves extensive walking [n] 

LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n] 

LEUKEMIC CEEIKLMU one affected with leukemia [n -S] 

LICKSPIT CIIKLPST fawning person [n -S] 

LIFEBUOY BEFILOUY life preserver shaped like ring [n -S] 

LIMERICK CEIIKLMR humorous verse [n -S] 

LIMEWASH AEHILMSW mixture of lime and water for coating walls [n -ES] 

LIMPIDLY DIILLMPY LIMPID, transparent [adv] 

LIMPKINS IIKLMNPS LIMPKIN, wading bird [n] 

LIPSTICK CIIKLPST cosmetic used to color lips [n -S] 

LOBBYING BBGILNOY soliciting of support of influential person [n -S] / LOBBY, to attempt to influence legislators [v] 

LOBSTICK BCIKLOST tree with its lower branches trimmed [n -S] 

LOCKABLE ABCEKLLO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device [adj] 

LOCKRAMS ACKLMORS LOCKRAM, coarse, linen fabric [n] 

LOCKSTEP CEKLOPST mode of marching in close file [n -S] 

LOGOMACH ACGHLMOO one given to arguing about words [n -S] 

LOOKDOWN DKLNOOOW marine fish [n -S] 

LOPSTICK CIKLOPST lobstick (tree with its lower branches trimmed) [n -S] 

LOVEABLY ABELLOVY LOVEABLE, lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adv] 

LOWBROWS BLOORSWW LOWBROW, uncultivated person [n] 

LUNKHEAD ADEHKLNU stupid person [n -S] 

LUXATING AGILNTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

LYCOPODS CDLOOPSY LYCOPOD, evergreen plant [n] 

LYCOPSID CDILOPSY type of club moss [n -S] 
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LYNCHERS CEHLNRSY LYNCHER, one that lynches (to put to death without legal sanction) [n] 

LYOPHILE EHILLOPY pertaining to type of colloid [adj] 

LYRIFORM FILMORRY lyrate (having shape of lyre) [adj] 

LYTHRUMS HLMRSTUY LYTHRUM, flowering plant [n] 
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MACHINED ACDEHIMN MACHINE, to process by machine (mechanical device) [v] 

MACKEREL ACEEKLMR marine food fish [n -S] 

MACUMBAS AABCMMSU MACUMBA, religion practiced in Brazil [n] 

MADWOMAN AADMMNOW woman who is insane [n -MEN] 

MADWOMEN ADEMMNOW MADWOMAN, woman who is insane [n] 

MAGNIFIC ACFGIIMN magnificent [adj] 

MAKEABLE AABEEKLM MAKE, to cause to exist [adj] 

MAKEBATE AABEEKMT one that encourages quarrels [n -S] 

MAKIMONO AIKMMNOO Japanese ornamental scroll [n -S] 

MAMATEEK AAEEKMMT type of wigwam (Native American dwelling) [n -S] 

MAMELUKE AEEKLMMU slave in Muslim countries [n -S] 

MANFULLY AFLLMNUY MANFUL, courageous [adv] 

MANGABEY AABEGMNY long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

MAPPABLE AABELMPP capable of being mapped [adj] 

MARCHING ACGHIMNR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MARKSMAN AAKMMNRS person skillful at hitting target [n -MEN] 

MARKSMEN AEKMMNRS MARKSMAN, person skillful at hitting target [n] 

MARTYRLY ALMRRTYY resembling martyr [adj] 

MASKABLE AABEKLMS MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [adj] 

MASTIFFS AFFIMSST MASTIFF, large, short-haired dog [n] 

MATCHING ACGHIMNT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATTOCKS ACKMOSTT MATTOCK, digging tool [n] 

MAYBIRDS ABDIMRSY MAYBIRD, bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n] 

MAYFLIES AEFILMSY MAYFLY, winged insect [n] 

MEALYBUG ABEGLMUY destructive insect [n -S] 

MEDEVACS ACDEEMSV MEDEVAC, to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter [v] 

MEDIVACS ACDEIMSV MEDIVAC, medevac (to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter) [v] 

MEGABYTE ABEEGMTY 1,048,576 bytes [n -S] 

MEGACITY ACEGIMTY very large city [n -TIES] 

MEGAFLOP AEFGLMOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

MEGILPHS EGHILMPS MEGILPH, megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n] 

MELLOWLY ELLLMOWY MELLOW, soft and full-flavored from ripeness [adv] 

METHODIC CDEHIMOT systematic [adj] 

METHYLAL AEHLLMTY flammable liquid [n -S] 

MICKLEST CEIKLMST MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MICROBIC BCCIIMOR MICROBE, minute life form [adj] 

MICROCAP ACCIMOPR of or pertaining to company whose retained earnings are very small [adj] 

MICRURGY CGIMRRUY use of minute tools under high magnification [n =GIES] 

MIDMONTH DHIMMNOT middle of month [n -S] 

MIDSHIPS DHIIMPSS toward middle of ship [adv] 
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MIFFIEST EFFIIMST MIFFY, easily annoyed [adj] 

MILKSOPS IKLMOPSS MILKSOP, effeminate man [n] 

MILLCAKE ACEIKLLM residue from pressed linseed [n -S] 

MINIBIKE BEIIIKMN small motorcycle [n -S] 

MINICAMP ACIIMMNP short training camp for football players [n -S] 

MINIPARK AIIKMNPR small city park [n -S] 

MIRTHFUL FHILMRTU MIRTH, spirited gaiety [adj] 

MISCOOKS CIKMOOSS MISCOOK, to cook badly [v] 

MISFAITH AFHIIMST lack of faith; disbelief [n -S] 

MISKEEPS EEIKMPSS MISKEEP, to keep wrongly [v] 

MISMAKES AEIKMMSS MISMAKE, to make (to cause to exist) incorrectly [v] 

MISMARKS AIKMMRSS MISMARK, to mark wrongly [v] 

MISMOVED DEIMMOSV MISMOVE, to move wrongly [v] 

MISOGAMY AGIMMOSY hatred of marriage [n -MIES] 

MISSPEAK AEIKMPSS to speak (to utter words) incorrectly [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

MISSPOKE EIKMOPSS MISSPEAK, to speak (to utter words) incorrectly [v] 

MISTHREW EHIMRSTW MISTHROW, to throw errantly [v] 

MISTHROW HIMORSTW to throw errantly [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

MISTYPED DEIMPSTY MISTYPE, to type (to write with typewriter) incorrectly [v] 

MITSVAHS AHIMSSTV MITSVAH, mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n] 

MITSVOTH HIMOSTTV MITSVAH, mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n] 

MOBBISMS BBIMMOSS MOBBISM, mobbish conduct [n] 

MOCKTAIL ACIKLMOT cocktail with no alcohol [n -S] 

MOFFETTE EEFFMOTT mofette (noxious emanation from fissure in earth) [n -S] 

MOLDWARP ADLMOPRW burrowing mammal [n -S] 

MONEYBAG ABEGMNOY bag for holding money [n -S] 

MONICKER CEIKMNOR moniker (name) [n -S] 

MONOGAMY AGMMNOOY marriage with one person at time [n -MIES] 

MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MOOCHING CGHIMNOO MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOONFISH FHIMNOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MOORFOWL FLMOOORW game bird [n -S] 

MOPHEADS ADEHMOPS MOPHEAD, person with thick shaggy hair [n] 

MOPINGLY GILMNOPY in moping manner [adv] 

MORBIDLY BDILMORY MORBID, gruesome (repugnant) [adv] 

MORDANCY ACDMNORY sarcastic quality [n -CIES] 

MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S] / MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MOTHERLY EHLMORTY maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MOTIVITY IIMOTTVY ability to move [n -TIES] 

MOTORWAY AMOORTWY type of highway (main road) [n -S] 

MOUCHING CGHIMNOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MOUFFLON FFLMNOOU mouflon (wild sheep) [n -S] 

MOUTHFUL FHLMOTUU as much as mouth can hold [n -S] 

MOUTHILY HILMOTUY MOUTHY, very talkative [adv] 

MOVIEDOM DEIMMOOV filmdom (motion-picture industry) [n -S] 

MUCIDITY CDIIMTUY state of being mucid (musty (having stale odor)) [n -TIES] 

MUCKIEST CEIKMSTU MUCKY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 
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MUCKLEST CEKLMSTU MUCKLE, much, great [adj] 

MUDDYING DDGIMNUY MUDDY, to make or become muddy [v] 

MUDFLAPS ADFLMPSU MUDFLAP, flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n] 

MUFFLERS EFFLMRSU MUFFLER, device for deadening sound [n] 

MULCHING CGHILMNU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MULISHLY HILLMSUY MULISH, stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adv] 

MULLOCKS CKLLMOSU MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [n] 

MULLOWAY ALLMOUWY kabeljou (large food fish) [n -S]   

MULTIWAY AILMTUWY having several paths or routes [adj] 

MUNCHING CGHIMNNU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

MUSPIKES EIKMPSSU MUSPIKE, freshwater fish [n] 

MYCELOID CDEILMOY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 

MYNHEERS EEHMNRSY MYNHEER, Dutch title of courtesy for man [n] 

MYOGENIC CEGIMNOY originating in muscle tissue [adj] 

MYOLOGIC CGILMOOY MYOLOGY, study of muscles [adj] 

MYRIAPOD ADIMOPRY multi-legged arthropod [n -S] 

MYRIOPOD DIMOOPRY myriapod (multi-legged arthropod) [n -S] 

MYRMIDON DIMMNORY loyal follower [n -ES, -S] 

MYTHIEST EHIMSTTY MYTHY, resembling myth (type of traditional story) [adj] 
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NAPHTHAS AAHHNPST NAPHTHA, volatile liquid [n] 

NAPHTHOL AHHLNOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

NECKLACE ACCEEKLN to kill by placing tire around neck and setting it on fire [v -D, -LING, -S] 

NEOPHYTE EEHNOPTY novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

NEWSBOYS BENOSSWY NEWSBOY, boy who delivers or sells newspapers [n] 

NEWSDESK DEEKNSSW department that receives late-breaking news [n -S] 

NEXTDOOR DENOORTX located in next building or room [adj] 

NIBLICKS BCIIKLNS NIBLICK, golf club [n] 

NICKELIC CCEIIKLN pertaining to or containing nickel [adj] 

NICKNAME ACEIKMNN to give alternate name to [v -D, -MING, -S] 

NIGHTCAP ACGHINPT cap worn to bed [n -S] 

NITPICKS CIIKNPST NITPICK, to fuss over petty details [v] 

NONBLACK ABCKLNNO one that is not black [n -S] 

NOOKLIKE EIKKLNOO NOOK, corner, as in room [adj] 

NUTHATCH ACHHNTTU small bird [n -ES] 

NUTPICKS CIKNPSTU NUTPICK, device for extracting kernels from nuts [n] 
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OBDURACY ABCDORUY quality or instance of being obdurate [n -CIES] 

OCHERISH CEHHIORS resembling ocher [adj] 

OFFBEATS ABEFFOST OFFBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

OFFCASTS ACFFOSST OFFCAST, castoff (discarded person or thing) [n] 

OFFENCES CEEFFNOS OFFENCE, offense (violation of moral or social code) [n] 

OFFENDED DDEEFFNO OFFEND, to commit offense [v] 
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OFFICERS CEFFIORS OFFICER, to furnish with officers (persons holding positions of authority) [v] 

OFFICIAL ACFFIILO one that holds position of authority [n -S] 

OFFPRINT FFINOPRT to reprint excerpt [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OLYMPIAD ADILMOPY celebration of Olympic Games [n -S] 

OOMIACKS ACIKMOOS OOMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

OOPHYTES EHOOPSTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [n] 

OPSONIFY FINOOPSY to opsonize (to form opsonins in) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ORPHREYS EHOPRRSY ORPHREY, ornamental band or border [n] 

ORTHOEPY EHOOPRTY study of correct pronunciation [n -PIES] 

OUTBACKS ABCKOSTU OUTBACK, isolated rural country [n] 

OUTBLUFF BFFLOTUU to surpass in bluffing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERARCH ACEHORRV to form arch over [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERBLEW BEELORVW OVERBLOW, to give excessive importance to [v] 

OVERBLOW BELOORVW to give excessive importance to [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERBUSY BEORSUVY too busy [adj] 

OVERBUYS BEORSUVY OVERBUY, to buy in quantities exceeding need or demand [v] 

OVERDYED DDEEORVY OVERDYE, to dye with too much color [v] 

OVERHEAP AEEHOPRV to heap up or accumulate to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHOPE EEHOOPRV to hope exceedingly [v -D, -PING, -S] 

OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj] 

OVERMANY AEMNORVY too many [adj] 

OVERPAYS AEOPRSVY OVERPAY, to pay too much [v] 

OVERPLAY AELOPRVY to exaggerate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERRICH CEHIORRV too rich [adj] 

OVERWARM AEMORRVW to warm too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OXALATED AADELOTX OXALATE, to treat with oxalate (chemical salt) [v] 

OXIDANTS ADINOSTX OXIDANT, oxidizing agent [n] 

OXIDASES ADEIOSSX OXIDASE, oxidizing enzyme [n] 

OXIDATES ADEIOSTX OXIDATE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDISER DEIIORSX oxidizer (oxidant (oxidizing agent)) [n -S] 

OXIDISES DEIIOSSX OXIDISE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXTONGUE EGNOOTUX European herb [n -S] 
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PACIFIED ACDEFIIP PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACKNESS ACEKNPSS intimacy (state of being closely associated) [n -ES] 

PAGEBOYS ABEGOPSY PAGEBOY, woman's hairstyle [n] 

PAHLAVIS AAHILPSV PAHLAVI, former coin of Iran [n] 

PAHOEHOE AEEHHOOP smooth solidified lava [n -S] 

PALEWAYS AAELPSWY palewise (vertically (in vertical manner)) [adv] 

PALFREYS AEFLPRSY PALFREY, riding horse [n] 

PALMLIKE AEIKLLMP resembling palm tree [adj] 

PANCAKES AACEKNPS PANCAKE, to land airplane in certain manner [v] 

PAPRIKAS AAIKPPRS PAPRIKA, seasoning made from red peppers [n] / Hungarian stew [n -ES] 
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PARAFFIN AAFFINPR to coat with waxy substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARASHAH AAAHHPRS portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n -S, -SHIOTH, -SHOT, -SHOTH] 

PARBAKES AABEKPRS PARBAKE, to bake partially [v] 

PARCHING ACGHINPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES] 

PASHADOM AADHMOPS rank of pasha [n -S] 

PASSBOOK ABKOOPSS bankbook (depositor's book) [n -S] 

PATCHING ACGHINPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PAUNCHED ACDEHNPU PAUNCH, belly or abdomen [adj] 

PAVLOVAS AALOPSVV PAVLOVA, meringue dessert [n] 

PAYWALLS AALLPSWY PAYWALL, system that prevents access to website without paid subscription [n] 

PEACENIK ACEEIKNP one who demonstrates against war [n -S] 

PEACHING ACEGHINP PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEAFOWLS AEFLOPSW PEAFOWL, large pheasant [n] 

PECCABLE ABCCEELP liable to sin [adj] 

PECKIEST CEEIKPST PECKY, marked by decay caused by fungi [adj] 

PEDAGOGY ADEGGOPY work of teacher [n -GIES] 

PEDIFORM DEFIMOPR shaped like foot [adj] 

PEEKABOO ABEEKOOP children's game [n -S] 

PEEKAPOO AEEKOOPP dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle [n -S] 

PEKEPOOS EEKOOPPS PEKEPOO, peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n] 

PEMMICAN ACEIMMNP food prepared by Native Americans [n -S] 

PENDENCY CDEENNPY pending state [n -CIES] 

PENSTOCK CEKNOPST conduit for conveying water to waterwheel [n -S] 

PENUCKLE CEEKLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PEPTALKS AEKLPPST PEPTALK, to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk [v] 

PERCHING CEGHINPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERFUMED DEEFMPRU PERFUME, to fill with fragrant odor [v] 

PHANTASY AAHNPSTY to fantasy (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHARAOHS AAHHOPRS PHARAOH, ruler of ancient Egypt [n] 

PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S] 

PHASMIDS ADHIMPSS PHASMID, tropical insect [n] 

PHILABEG ABEGHILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHILIBEG BEGHIILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHISHERS EHHIPRSS PHISHER, one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n] 

PHTHALIN AHHILNPT chemical compound [n -S] 

PHTHISES EHHIPSST PHTHISIS, disease of lungs [n] 

PHTHISIS HHIIPSST disease of lungs [n -S] 

PHYLESES EEHLPSSY PHYLESIS, course of evolutionary development [n] 

PHYLESIS EHILPSSY course of evolutionary development [n -SES, -ES] 

PHYLLITE EHILLPTY foliated rock [n -S] 

PHYSALIS AHILPSSY plant bearing edible yellow fruit [n -ES] 

PHYTANES AEHNPSTY PHYTANE, chemical compound [n] 

PIAFFERS AEFFIPRS PIAFFER, movement in horsemanship [n] 

PICKEERS CEEIKPRS PICKEER, to skirmish in advance of army [v] 

PICKEREL CEEIKLPR freshwater fish [n -S] 

PICKETER CEEIKPRT one who pickets [n -S] 
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PICKIEST CEIIKPST PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

PICKLERS CEIKLPRS PICKLER, vegetable or fruit suitable for pickling [n] 

PIFFLERS EFFILPRS PIFFLER, one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n] 

PILCHARD ACDHILPR small marine fish [n -S] 

PILLOCKS CIKLLOPS PILLOCK, stupid person [n] 

PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINTUCKS CIKNPSTU PINTUCK, very narrow fold of fabric [n] / pintuck [v] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPELIKE EEIIKLPP resembling pipe [adj] 

PIPINGLY GIILNPPY shrilly (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adv] 

PITAHAYA AAAHIPTY cactus of southwestern U.S. and Mexico [n -S] 

PITCHING CGHIINPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PLACIDLY ACDILLPY PLACID, calm or peaceful [adv] 

PLACKETS ACEKLPST PLACKET, slit in garment [n] 

PLANKTIC ACIKLNPT PLANKTON, minute animal and plant life of body of water [adj] 

PLAYWEAR AAELPRWY clothing worn for leisure activities [n PLAYWEAR] 

PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLUCKERS CEKLPRSU PLUCKER, one that plucks (to pull out or off) [n] 

PLUCKIER CEIKLPRU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

PLUMBISM BILMMPSU lead poisoning [n -S] 

PLUMBUMS BLMMPSUU PLUMBUM, lead [n] 

PLUMLIKE EIKLLMPU resembling plum (fleshy fruit) [adj] 

PLUSHILY HILLPSUY PLUSHY, luxurious [adv] 

POACHING ACGHINOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POCHARDS ACDHOPRS POCHARD, sea duck [n] 

POCKETER CEEKOPRT one that pockets (to place in pouch sewed into garment) [n -S] 

POCKIEST CEIKOPST POCKY, covered with pocks [adj] 

POLITICK CIIKLOPT to engage in politics [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POLLACKS ACKLLOPS POLLACK, marine food fish [n] 

POLLOCKS CKLLOOPS POLLOCK, pollack (marine food fish) [n] 

POLYADIC ACDILOPY involving three or more quantities or individuals [adj] 

POLYBAGS ABGLOPSY POLYBAG, to place something in polyethylene bag [v] 

POLYBRID BDILOPRY type of hybrid plant [n -S] 

POLYNYAS ALNOPSYY POLYNYA, area of open water surrounded by sea ice [n] 

POLYPEDS DELOPPSY POLYPED, something having many legs [n] 

POLYPIDE DEILOPPY polyp (invertebrate) [n -S] 

POLYPODS DLOOPPSY POLYPOD, many-footed organism [n] 

POLYPOID DILOOPPY resembling polyp (invertebrate) [adj] 

POLYTENY ELNOPTYY state of being polytene (having chromosomes of certain type) [n -NIES] 

POMOLOGY GLMOOOPY study of fruits [n -GIES] 

PONCHOED CDEHNOOP PONCHO, type of cloak [adj] 

PONTIFFS FFINOPST PONTIFF, pope or bishop [n] 

POOCHING CGHINOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POPELIKE EEIKLOPP POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj] 

PORKPIES EIKOPPRS PORKPIE, man's hat [n] 

PORTAPAK AAKOPPRT portable combined video recorder and camera [n -S] 

POSTMARK AKMOPRST to stamp mail with official mark [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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POSTPUNK KNOPPSTU pertaining to music coming after punk rock [adj] 

POSTSHOW HOOPSSTW following show [adj] 

POTLUCKS CKLOPSTU POTLUCK, food which is incidentally available [n] 

POUCHING CGHINOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POWERFUL EFLOPRUW possessing great force [adj] 

PREACHED ACDEEHPR PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

PREBAKES ABEEKPRS PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

PREBOOKS BEKOOPRS PREBOOK, to book beforehand [v] 

PRECOOKS CEKOOPRS PRECOOK, to cook beforehand [v] 

PREFACED ACDEEFPR PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

PREMAKES AEEKMPRS PREMAKE, to make in advance [v]   

PREPAVED ADEEPPRV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWS EHOPRSSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRETTIFY EFIPRTTY to make pretty [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PRETYPED DEEPPRTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

PREVIEWS EEIPRSVW PREVIEW, to view or exhibit in advance [v] 

PRICKERS CEIKPRRS PRICKER, one that pricks (to puncture slightly) [n] 

PRICKETS CEIKPRST PRICKET, spike for holding candle upright [n] 

PRICKIER CEIIKPRR PRICKY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

PRICKLES CEIKLPRS PRICKLE, to prick (to puncture slightly) [v] 

PROFFERS EFFOPRRS PROFFER, to present for acceptance [v] 

PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S] 

PROVENLY ELNOPRVY without doubt [adv] 

PSALMODY ADLMOPSY use of psalms in worship [n -DIES] 

PUCKERER CEEKPRRU one that puckers (to gather into small wrinkles or folds) [n -S] 

PUCKSTER CEKPRSTU hockey player [n -S] 

PUDDINGY DDGINPUY resembling pudding (thick, soft dessert) [adj] 

PUFFIEST EFFIPSTU PUFFY, swollen [adj] 

PULPWOOD DLOOPPUW soft wood used in making paper [n -S] 

PUMPABLE ABELMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [adj] 

PUNCHING CGHINNPU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNGENCY CEGNNPUY state of being pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [n -CIES] 

PURVEYOR EOPRRUVY one that purveys (to supply (to furnish with what is needed)) [n -S] 

PURVIEWS EIPRSUVW PURVIEW, extent of operation, authority, or concern [n] 

PUSHOVER EHOPRSUV easily defeated person or team [n -S] 

PUTLOCKS CKLOPSTU PUTLOCK, putlog (horizontal supporting timber) [n] 

PYCNIDIA ACDIINPY spore-bearing organs of certain fungi [n PYCNIDIA] 

PYGMAEAN AAEGMNPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYODERMA ADEMOPRY pus-causing skin disease [n -S] 

PYOGENIC CEGINOPY producing pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PYORRHEA AEHOPRRY discharge of pus [n -S] 

PYRAMIDS ADIMPRSY PYRAMID, to raise or increase by adding amounts gradually [v] 

PYROHIES EHIOPRSY PYROHY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

PYROLYSE ELOPRSYY to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYRUVATE AEPRTUVY chemical salt [n -S] 
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RACEWAYS AACERSWY RACEWAY, channel for conducting water [n] 

RAMPIKES AEIKMPRS RAMPIKE, standing dead tree [n] 

RAWHIDED ADDEHIRW RAWHIDE, to beat with type of whip [v] 

READJUST ADEJRSTU to adjust again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAFFIRM AEFFIMRR to affirm again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAWAKED AADEEKRW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

RECONVEY CEENORVY to convey back to previous position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOVERY CEEORRVY economic upturn [n -RIES] 

RECYCLED CCDEELRY RECYCLE, to process in order to extract useful materials [v] 

REDOCKED CDDEEKOR REDOCK, to dock again [v] 

REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S] 

REEMBARK ABEEKMRR to embark again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEMBODY BDEEMORY to embody again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

REEVOKED DEEEKORV REEVOKE, to evoke again [v] 

REHABBED ABBDEEHR REHAB, to restore to good condition [v] 

REHEMMED DEEEHMMR REHEM, to hem again [v] 

REJOINED DEEIJNOR REJOIN, to join again [v] 

REKEYING EEGIKNRY REKEY, to key again [v] 

RELAXING AEGILNRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

REPURIFY EFIPRRUY to purify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RETAXING AEGINRTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

REVAMPED ADEEMPRV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

REVANCHE ACEEHNRV political policy designed to regain lost territory [n -S] 

REVOKING EGIKNORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REWAKING AEGIKNRW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWORKED DEEKORRW REWORK, to work again [v] 

RHABDOME ABDEHMOR rhabdom (rodlike structure in retinula) [n -S] 

RHABDOMS ABDHMORS RHABDOM, rodlike structure in retinula [n] 

RHEOPHIL EHHILOPR living in flowing water [adj] 

RHOMBOID BDHIMOOR type of geometric figure [n -S] 

RHONCHAL ACHHLNOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [adj] 

RHONCHUS CHHNORSU rattling respiratory sound [n -HI]  

RHUMBAED ABDEHMRU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RIDGEWAY ADEGIRWY road or track along ridge [n -S] 

RIGIDIFY DFGIIIRY to make rigid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RIMROCKS CIKMORRS RIMROCK, type of rock formation [n] 

RINGWORK GIKNORRW fortified circular trench around castle [n -S] 

ROADWORK ADKOORRW outdoor running as form of physical conditioning [n -S] 

ROCKABLE ABCEKLOR ROCK, to move back and forth [adj] 

ROEBUCKS BCEKORSU ROEBUCK, male of small Eurasian deer [n] 

ROLLBACK ABCKLLOR return to lower level of prices or wages [n -S] 

RONDEAUX ADENORUX RONDEAU, short poem of fixed form [n] 

ROORBACK ABCKOORR false story used for political advantage [n -S] 

ROPEWAYS AEOPRSWY ROPEWAY, aerial cable used to transport freight [n] 

ROUGHDRY DGHORRUY to dry without ironing, as washed clothes [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 
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RUDDOCKS CDDKORSU RUDDOCK, European bird [n] 

RUNBACKS ABCKNRSU RUNBACK, type of run in football [n] 
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SACKABLE AABCEKLS SACK, to put into sack (large bag) [adj] 

SACKBUTS ABCKSSTU SACKBUT, medieval trombone [n] 

SALCHOWS ACHLOSSW SALCHOW, figure-skating jump [n] 

SALVABLY AABLLSVY SALVABLE, capable of being saved [adv] 

SALVIFIC ACFIILSV having power to save [adj] 

SAMBUKES ABEKMSSU SAMBUKE, sambuca (ancient stringed instrument) [n] 

SANCTIFY ACFINSTY to make holy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SAPONIFY AFINOPSY to convert into soap [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SCABLIKE ABCEIKLS resembling scab [adj] 

SCAPHOID ACDHIOPS bone of wrist [n -S] 

SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCHEMING CEGHIMNS act of planning or plotting [n -S] / SCHEME, to plan or plot [v] 

SCLAFFER ACEFFLRS one that sclaffs (to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf) [n -S] 

SCOFFERS CEFFORSS SCOFFER, one that scoffs (to express rude doubt or derision) [n] 

SCOOCHED CCDEHOOS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCORCHED CCDEHORS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SCOTCHED CCDEHOST SCOTCH, to put definite end to [v] 

SCRAWBED ABCDERSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCUFFERS CEFFRSSU SCUFFER, one that scuffs (to walk without lifting feet) [n] 

SCUFFLER CEFFLRSU one that scuffles (to struggle in rough, confused manner) [n -S] 

SCUFFLES CEFFLSSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

SCUMLIKE CEIKLMSU resembling scum [adj] 

SCURVILY CILRSUVY SCURVY, base or contemptible [adv] 

SCUTCHED CCDEHSTU SCUTCH, to separate woody fiber from by beating [v] 

SEACOCKS ACCEKOSS SEACOCK, valve in ship's hull [n] 

SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S] 

SEPPUKUS EKPPSSUU SEPPUKU, Japanese form of suicide [n] 

SETBACKS ABCEKSST SETBACK, defeat [n] 

SEVICHES CEEHISSV SEVICHE, dish of raw fish [n] 

SEXTINGS EGINSSTX SEXTING, sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n] 

SHADOWED ADDEHOSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v] 

SHAGGILY AGGHILSY SHAGGY, covered with long, coarse hair [adv] 

SHAMBLED ABDEHLMS SHAMBLE, to walk awkwardly [v] 

SHAMEFUL AEFHLMSU disgraceful [adj] 

SHAMMIED ADEHIMMS SHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHAMMING AGHIMMNS SHAM, to feign (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [v] 

SHANKING AGHIKNNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHARKING AGHIKNRS SHARK, to live by trickery [v] 

SHARPISH AHHIPRSS somewhat sharp [adj] 

SHAVABLE AABEHLSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [adj] 

SHAWARMA AAAHMRSW sandwich of lamb or chicken, vegetables, and often tahini wrapped in pita bread [n -S] 

SHEDLIKE DEEHIKLS resembling shed [adj] 
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SHEEPISH EEHHIPSS embarrassed [adj] 

SHIMMIED DEHIIMMS SHIMMY, to vibrate or wobble [v] 

SHIMMING GHIIMMNS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v] 

SHIPPING GHIINPPS business of one that ships [n -S] / SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIRKING GHIIKNRS SHIRK, to avoid work or duty [v] 

SHITFACE ACEFHIST offensive word [n -S] 

SHLEPPED DEEHLPPS SHLEP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] / SHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SHLUMPED DEHLMPSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHODDILY DDHILOSY SHODDY, of inferior quality [adv] 

SHOPHARS AHHOPRSS SHOPHAR, shofar (ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals) [n] 

SHOPLIFT FHILOPST to steal goods from store [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOPPING GHINOPPS act of one that shops [n -S] / SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPWORN HNOOPRSW worn out from being on display in store [adj] 

SHOWABLE ABEHLOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [adj] 

SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOWCASE ACEHOSSW to exhibit (to present for public viewing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SHOWROOM HMOOORSW room used for display of merchandise [n -S] 

SHOWTIME EHIMOSTW time at which entertainment is to start [n -S] 

SHRIEKED DEEHIKRS SHRIEK, to utter shrill cry [v] 

SHRIMPED DEHIMPRS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHTUPPED DEHPPSTU SHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SHUDDERY DDEHRSUY shuddering [adj] 

SHWANPAN AAHNNPSW swanpan (Chinese abacus) [n -S] 

SICKROOM CIKMOORS room occupied by sick person [n -S] 

SIDEWALK ADEIKLSW paved walk for pedestrians [n -S] 

SIGHLIKE EGHIIKLS resembling sigh [adj] 

SILICIFY CFIIILSY to convert into silica [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SILKWEED DEEIKLSW milkweed (plant that secretes milky juice) [n -S] 

SKEPTICS CEIKPSST SKEPTIC, person who doubts generally accepted ideas [n] 

SKEWERED DEEEKRSW SKEWER, to pierce with long pin, as meat [v] 

SKIDPADS ADDIKPSS SKIDPAD, road surface on which drivers can practice controlling skidding [n] 

SKIMMERS EIKMMRSS SKIMMER, one that skims (to remove floating matter from surface of) [n] 

SKIMMIAS AIIKMMSS SKIMMIA, evergreen shrub [n] 

SKIMPIER EIIKMPRS SKIMPY, scanty (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [adj] 

SKINHEAD ADEHIKNS one whose hair is cut very short [n -S] 

SKIPPERS EIKPPRSS SKIPPER, to act as master or captain of [v] 

SKIPPETS EIKPPSST SKIPPET, small box for protecting official seal [n] 

SKREEGHS EEGHKRSS SKREEGH, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SKREIGHS EGHIKRSS SKREIGH, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SKULKERS EKKLRSSU SKULKER, one that skulks (to move about stealthily) [n] 

SKULLCAP ACKLLPSU close-fitting cap [n -S] 

SKUNKIER EIKKNRSU SKUNKY, having smell suggestive of skunk (mammal that can spray foul-smelling liquid) [adj] 

SLIPWAYS AILPSSWY SLIPWAY, area sloping toward water in shipyard [n] 

SLIVOVIC CIILOSVV plum brandy [n -ES] 

SLOTBACK ABCKLOST type of football player [n -S] 

SLOWWORM LMOORSWW European lizard having no legs [n -S] 

SMACKERS ACEKMRSS SMACKER, one that smacks (to strike sharply) [n] 
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SMIRCHED CDEHIMRS SMIRCH, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SMITHERY EHIMRSTY trade of smith [n -RIES] 

SMOKABLE ABEKLMOS SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [adj] 

SMOKEPOT EKMOOPST container for giving off smoke [n -S] 

SMOOCHED CDEHMOOS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SMOOTHLY HLMOOSTY in smooth (having surface that is free from irregularities) manner [adv] 

SMOTHERY EHMORSTY tending to smother [adj] 

SMUTCHED CDEHMSTU SMUTCH, to smudge (to smear or dirty) [v] 

SNOWBUSH BHNOSSUW flowering shrub [n -ES] 

SNOWPLOW LNOOPSWW to execute type of skiing maneuver [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOAPBARK AABKOPRS tropical tree [n -S] 

SOAPFISH AFHIOPSS tropical fish that produces toxic mucus [n -ES] 

SOLVENCY CELNOSVY ability to pay all debts [n -CIES] 

SOMEBODY BDEMOOSY important person [n -DIES] 

SOMEWAYS AEMOSSWY someway (somehow (by some means)) [adv] 

SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 

SOUTHPAW AHOPSTUW left-handed person [n -S] 

SOWBELLY BELLOSWY pork cured in salt [n -LLIES] 

SPACKLES ACEKLPSS SPACKLE, to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v] 

SPAGYRIC ACGIPRSY person skilled in alchemy [n -S] 

SPECKIER CEEIKPRS SPECKY, marked with small spots [adj] 

SPECKLES CEEKLPSS SPECKLE, to speck (to mark with small spots) [v] 

SPHAGNUM AGHMNPSU grayish moss [n -S] 

SPIFFIER EFFIIPRS SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SPIFFIES EFFIIPSS SPIFFY, to make stylish [v] 

SPILLWAY AILLPSWY channel for surplus water in reservoir [n -S] 

SPINOFFS FFINOPSS SPINOFF, new application or incidental result [n] 

SPIVVIER EIIPRSVV SPIVVY, resembling spiv in dress or conduct [adj] 

SPOOFERY EFOOPRSY good-natured ridicule [n -RIES] 

SPROCKET CEKOPRST toothlike projection that engages with links of chain [n -S] 

SPYWARES AEPRSSWY SPYWARE, computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n] 

STACKUPS ACKPSSTU STACKUP, arrangement of circling airplanes over airport waiting to land [n] 

STANCHLY ACHLNSTY in stanch (staunch (firm and dependable)) manner [adv] 

STICKMAN ACIKMNST one who supervises play at dice table [n -MEN] 

STICKMEN CEIKMNST STICKMAN, one who supervises play at dice table [n] 

STICKPIN CIIKNPST decorative tiepin [n -S] 

STICKUMS CIKMSSTU STICKUM, substance that causes adhesion [n] 

STICKUPS CIKPSSTU STICKUP, robbery at gunpoint [n] 

STOCKCAR ACCKORST boxcar for carrying livestock [n -S] 

STOCKMAN ACKMNOST one who owns or raises livestock [n -MEN] 

STOCKMEN CEKMNOST STOCKMAN, one who owns or raises livestock [n] 

STOCKPOT CKOOPSTT pot in which broth is prepared [n -S] 

STOPBANK ABKNOPST embankment along river [n -S] 

STOPOFFS FFOOPSST STOPOFF, stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n] 

STRETCHY CEHRSTTY having tendency to stretch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STUDWORK DKORSTUW studding (framework of wall) [n -S] 
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SUBCLERK BCEKLRSU subordinate clerk [n -S] 

SUBGRAPH ABGHPRSU graph contained within larger graph [n -S] 

SUBHUMID BDHIMSUU somewhat humid [adj] 

SUBPUBIC BBCIPSUU situated under pubis [adj] 

SUBSHAFT ABFHSSTU shaft that is beneath another shaft [n -S] 

SUCCUMBS BCCMSSUU SUCCUMB, to yield to superior force [v] 

SUFFICER CEFFIRSU one that suffices (to be adequate) [n -S] 

SUFFICES CEFFISSU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SULPHURY HLPRSUUY sulfury (resembling sulfur) [adj] 

SUMPWEED DEEMPSUW marsh plant [n -S] 

SUNBLOCK BCKLNOSU preparation to protect skin from sun's rays [n -S] 

SUPERFLY EFLPRSUY showily pretentious [adj] 

SURTAXED ADERSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SWABBING ABBGINSW SWAB, to clean with large mop [v] 

SWAMPING AGIMNPSW SWAMP, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

SWANKING AGIKNNSW SWANK, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWAPFILE AEFILPSW computer file with space for transferred programs [n -S] 

SWAPPING AGINPPSW SWAP, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

SWATCHES ACEHSSTW SWATCH, sample piece of cloth [n] 

SWAYABLE AABELSWY SWAY, to move slowly back and forth [adj] 

SWIMMING GIIMMNSW act of one that swims [n -S] / SWIM, to propel oneself in water by natural means [v] 

SWIMWEAR AEIMRSWW clothing suitable for swimming [n SWIMWEAR] 

SWINKING GIIKNNSW SWINK, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

SWITCHEL CEHILSTW drink made with water, molasses, and vinegar and often ginger [n -S] 

SWITCHER CEHIRSTW one that switches (to beat with flexible rod) [n -S] 

SWITCHES CEHISSTW SWITCH, to beat with flexible rod [v] 

SWOBBING BBGINOSW SWOB, to swab (to clean with large mop) [v] 

SWOPPING GINOPPSW SWOP, to swap (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [v] 

SYLVATIC ACILSTVY pertaining to forest [adj] 

SYMBOLED BDELMOSY SYMBOL, to serve as symbol (representation) of [v] 

SYMPODIA ADIMOPSY plant stems made up of series of superposed branches [n SYMPODIA] 

SYNCHROS CHNORSSY SYNCHRO, selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n] 

SYNCYTIA ACINSTYY masses of protoplasm resulting from cell fusion [n SYNCYTIA] 

SYNGAMIC ACGIMNSY SYNGAMY, union of two gametes [adj] 

SYNONYME EMNNOSYY synonym (word having same meaning as another) [n -S] 

SYNONYMS MNNOSSYY SYNONYM, word having same meaning as another [n] 

SYNTYPES ENPSSTYY SYNTYPE, each of set of type specimens on which name of new species is based [n] 

SYPHILIS HIILPSSY venereal disease [n -ES] 

SYPHONAL AHLNOPSY siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon) [adj] 

SYRPHIAN AHINPRSY syrphid (winged insect) [n -S] 
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TABBYING ABBGINTY TABBY, to give wavy appearance to [v] 

TACHYONS ACHNOSTY TACHYON, theoretical subatomic particle [n] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAKEDOWN ADEKNOTW article that can be taken apart easily [n -S] 
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TAKINGLY AGIKLNTY in attractive manner [adv] 

TAMARACK AAACKMRT timber tree [n -S] 

TANKLIKE AEIKKLNT resembling tank [adj] 

TAYBERRY ABERRTYY dark red fruit that is cross between blackberry and raspberry [n -RRIES] 

TEAKWOOD ADEKOOTW wood of teak [n -S] 

TELEXING EEGILNTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TETCHILY CEHILTTY TETCHY, irritable [adv] 

TETROXID DEIORTTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TEXTURED DEERTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving [v] 

THANKING AGHIKNNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 

THATCHER ACEHHRTT one that thatches (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [n -S] 

THATCHES ACEHHSTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THEMSELF EEFHLMST person of unspecified sex [pron] 

THEONOMY EHMNOOTY rule by god [n -MIES] 

THINKING GHIIKNNT opinion or judgment [n -S] / THINK, to formulate in mind [v] 

THIOPHEN EHHINOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

THROBBED BBDEHORT THROB, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

THRUMMED DEHMMRTU THRUM, to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously [v] 

THUGGERY EGGHRTUY thuggish behavior [n -RIES] 

THUGGISH GGHHISTU characteristic of thug [adj] 

THUMBING BGHIMNTU THUMB, to leaf through with thumb (short, thick digit of human hand) [v] 

THUMPING GHIMNPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUNKING GHIKNNTU THUNK, to make sudden, muffled sound [v] 

THYMIEST EHIMSTTY THYMEY, thymy (abounding in thyme) [adj] / THYMY [adj] 

THYMINES EHIMNSTY THYMINE, chemical compound [n] 

THYMOSIN HIMNOSTY hormone secreted by thymus [n -S] 

THYMUSES EHMSSTUY THYMUS, glandular structure in body [n] 

TICKLACE ACCEIKLT type of small seabird [n -S] 

TIEBACKS ABCEIKST TIEBACK, loop for holding curtain back to one side [n] 

TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser (one who hoards money greedily) [n -S] 

TIPSTAFF AFFIPSTT attendant in court of law [n -S, -AVES] 

TIPSTOCK CIKOPSTT part of gun [n -S] 

TOKOLOGY GKLOOOTY tocology (branch of medicine dealing with childbirth) [n -GIES] 

TOMBLIKE BEIKLMOT resembling tomb [adj] 

TOPLOFTY FLOOPTTY haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

TOUCHILY CHILOTUY TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adv] 

TOUCHPAD ACDHOPTU keypad sensitized to finger movement or pressure [n -S] 

TOVARICH ACHIORTV comrade (close friend) [n -ES] 

TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWPATHS AHOPSTTW TOWPATH, path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n] 

TOYSHOPS HOOPSSTY TOYSHOP, shop where toys are sold [n] 

TRACHYTE ACEHRTTY light-colored igneous rock [n -S] 

TRACKMAN AACKMNRT railroad worker [n -MEN] 

TRACKMEN ACEKMNRT TRACKMAN, railroad worker [n] 

TRAFFICS ACFFIRST TRAFFIC, to engage in buying and selling [v] 

TRAMWAYS AAMRSTWY TRAMWAY, tramline (streetcar line) [n] 
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TRAPROCK ACKOPRRT igneous rock [n -S] 

TRIARCHY ACHIRRTY government by three persons [n -HIES] 

TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TRIOXIDS DIIORSTX TRIOXID, trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

TRIPACKS ACIKPRST TRIPACK, type of film pack [n] 

TRUCKMAN ACKMNRTU trucker (truck driver) [n -MEN] 

TRUCKMEN CEKMNRTU TRUCKMAN, trucker (truck driver) [n] 

TUGHRIKS GHIKRSTU TUGHRIK, tugrik (monetary unit of Mongolia) [n] 

TURNCOCK CCKNORTU employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

TUSKLIKE EIKKLSTU resembling tusk [adj] 

TUXEDOES DEEOSTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [n] 

TWEAKING AEGIKNTW TWEAK, to pinch and twist sharply [v] 

TWELVEMO EELMOTVW page size [n -S] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]   

TWIGLIKE EGIIKLTW resembling twig [adj] 

TWINKLED DEIKLNTW TWINKLE, to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v] 

TWINSHIP HIINPSTW close similarity or association [n -S] 

TWITCHER CEHIRTTW one that twitches (to move or pull with sudden motion) [n -S] 

TWITCHES CEHISTTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TWOPENNY ENNOPTWY worth twopence [adj] 

TYPHOONS HNOOPSTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [n] 

TYPHUSES EHPSSTUY TYPHUS, infectious disease [n] 

TYPIFIER EFIIPRTY one that typifies (to serve as typical example of) [n -S] 

TYPIFIES EFIIPSTY TYPIFY, to serve as typical example of [v] 
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UNAWAKED AADEKNUW not awaked (to wake up) [adj] 

UNBLOCKS BCKLNOSU UNBLOCK, to free from being blocked [v] 

UNBUCKLE BCEKLNUU to loosen buckle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCOFFIN CFFINNOU to remove from coffin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDECKED CDDEEKNU not decked (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [adj] 

UNDERTAX ADENRTUX to tax less than usual amount [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNDOCKED CDDEKNOU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 

UNFORKED DEFKNORU not forked (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [adj] 

UNHOOKED DEHKNOOU UNHOOK, to remove from hook [v] 

UNHUSKED DEHKNSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v] 

UNJOINED DEIJNNOU not joined (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [adj] 

UNKINDLY DIKLNNUY not kindly [adv -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNKINGLY GIKLNNUY not kingly (of or befitting king) [adj] 

UNMUFFLE EFFLMNUU to free from something that muffles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

UNPUCKER CEKNPRUU to remove wrinkles from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSEXING EGINNSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNWORKED DEKNORUW not worked (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [adj] 

UNYOKING GIKNNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

UPCLIMBS BCILMPSU UPCLIMB, to climb up [v] 
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UPCURVED CDEPRUUV UPCURVE, to curve upward [v] 

UPHEAPED ADEEHPPU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVAL AAEHLPUV act of upheaving (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVER AEEHPRUV one that upheaves (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVES AEEHPSUV UPHEAVE, to heave up [v] 

UPMARKET AEKMPRTU upscale [adj] 

UPSHIFTS FHIPSSTU UPSHIFT, to shift into higher gear [v] 

UPTHROWN HNOPRTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 

UPTHROWS HOPRSTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 
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VACANTLY AACLNTVY VACANT, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adv] 

VACUUMED ACDEMUUV VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VALIANCY AACILNVY valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -CIES] 

VALUABLY AABLLUVY with value [adv] 

VAPORISH AHIOPRSV resembling vapor [adj] 

VARIABLY AABILRVY in varying manner [adv] 

VARIFORM AFIMORRV having various forms [adj] 

VASIFORM AFIMORSV having form of vase [adj] 

VASOTOMY AMOOSTVY surgical cutting of vas deferens* [n -MIES] 

VEHEMENT EEEHMNTV ardent (characterized by intense emotion) [adj] 

VEHICLES CEEHILSV VEHICLE, device used as means of conveyance [n] 

VELOCITY CEILOTVY rapidity of motion [n -TIES] 

VERACITY ACEIRTVY conformity to truth [n -TIES] 

VERBALLY ABELLRVY in spoken manner [adv] 

VERMOUTH EHMORTUV liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

VERMUTHS EHMRSTUV VERMUTH, vermouth (liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n] 

VESPIARY AEIPRSVY nest of wasps [n -RIES] 

VICENARY ACEINRVY pertaining to number twenty [adj] 

VICEROYS CEIORSVY VICEROY, one who rules as representative of sovereign [n] 

VICINITY CIIINTVY region near or about place [n -TIES] 

VIDEOCAM ACDEIMOV camera for recording images and usually sound [n -S] 

VIEWABLE ABEEILVW VIEW, to look at [adj] 

VIEWPORT EIOPRTVW framed area on display screen for viewing information [n -S] 

VIOLABLY ABILLOVY VIOLABLE, capable of being violated [adv] 

VIPERISH EHIIPRSV VIPER, venomous snake [adj] 

VIVARIUM AIIMRUVV place for raising and keeping live animals [n -IA, -S] 

VIVIPARA AAIIPRVV animals that bring forth living young [n VIVIPARA] 

VIVISECT CEIISTVV to dissect living body of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VOCALITY ACILOTVY possession or exercise of vocal powers [n -TIES] 

VOCATIVE ACEIOTVV grammatical case used in some languages [n -IVES] 

VOICEFUL CEFILOUV sonorous (characterized by full and loud sound) [adj] 

VOMITIVE EIIMOTVV emetic (substance which induces vomiting) [n -IVES] 

VOMITORY IMOORTVY emetic (substance which induces vomiting) [n -RIES] 

VORACITY ACIORTVY quality or state of being ravenous [n -TIES] 

VOUCHEES CEEHOSUV VOUCHEE, one for whom another vouches [n] 
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VOUCHERS CEHORSUV VOUCHER, to establish authenticity of [v] 

VOYAGING AGGINOVY action of travelling over or across, especially by sea [n -S] / VOYAGE, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 
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WABBLING ABBGILNW WABBLE, to wobble (to move unsteadily) [v] 

WAKANDAS AAADKNSW WAKANDA, supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n] 

WAKENING AEGIKNNW act of one that wakens [n -S] / WAKEN, to wake (to rouse from sleep) [v] 

WALKINGS AGIKLNSW WALKING, act of one that walks [n] 

WAMBLING ABGILMNW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WAMEFOUS AEFMOSUW WAMEFOU, bellyful (excessive amount) [n] 

WAMEFULS AEFLMSUW WAMEFUL, wamefou (bellyful (excessive amount)) [n] 

WARCRAFT AACFRRTW art of war [n -S] 

WARMOUTH AHMORTUW freshwater fish [n -S] 

WARPATHS AAHPRSTW WARPATH, route taken by attacking Native Americans [n] 

WARPOWER AEOPRRWW power to make war [n -S] 

WARPWISE AEIPRSWW in vertical direction [adv] 

WARSHIPS AHIPRSSW WARSHIP, ship armed for combat [n] 

WASHABLE AABEHLSW something that can be washed without damage [n -S] 

WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S] 

WASHTUBS ABHSSTUW WASHTUB, tub used for washing clothes [n] 

WATCHERS ACEHRSTW WATCHER, one that watches (to observe carefully) [n] 

WATCHOUT ACHOTTUW act of looking out for something [n -S] 

WAUGHTED ADEGHTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v] 

WAVICLES ACEILSVW WAVICLE, subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n] 

WAYBILLS ABILLSWY WAYBILL, list of goods relative to shipment [n] 

WAYGOING AGGINOWY act of leaving (to go away from) [n -S] 

WAYPOINT AINOPTWY point between major points along route [n -S] 

WEAKENED ADEEEKNW WEAKEN, to make weak [v] 

WEAKLING AEGIKLNW weak person [n -S] 

WEAKSIDE ADEEIKSW side of basketball court with fewer players [n -S] 

WEAPONRY AENOPRWY aggregate of weapons [n -RIES] 

WEBBINGS BBEGINSW WEBBING, woven strip of fiber [n] 

WEBPAGES ABEEGPSW WEBPAGE, single document on World Wide Web [n] 

WEEDLIKE DEEEIKLW resembling weed [adj] 

WEEKENDS DEEEKNSW WEEKEND, to spend weekend (end of week) [v] 

WEEKLONG EEGKLNOW continuing for week [adj] 

WEIGHING EGGHIINW WEIGH, to determine weight of [v] 

WEIGHTED DEEGHITW WEIGHT, to add weight (heaviness) to [v] 

WELCHERS CEEHLRSW WELCHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n] 

WELCOMED CDEELMOW WELCOME, to greet cordially [v] 

WENCHERS CEEHNRSW WENCHER, one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n] 

WETPROOF EFOOPRTW waterproof [adj] 

WHALEMAN AAEHLMNW whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n -MEN] 

WHALEMEN AEEHLMNW WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n] 

WHANGING AGGHINNW WHANG, to beat with whip [v] 

WHEEDLED DDEEEHLW WHEEDLE, to attempt to persuade by flattery [v] 
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WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN] 

WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n] 

WHEEPLES EEEHLPSW WHEEPLE, to give forth prolonged whistle [v] 

WHIMSIES EHIIMSSW WHIMSY, whim (impulsive idea) [n] 

WHINGING GGHIINNW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHIPLESS EHILPSSW lacking whip [adj] 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

WHISPERS EHIPRSSW WHISPER, to speak softly [v] 

WHOLISMS HILMOSSW WHOLISM, holism (philosophical theory) [n] 

WHOOPEES EEHOOPSW WHOOPEE, boisterous fun [n] 

WHOOPERS EHOOPRSW WHOOPER, one that whoops (to utter loud cries) [n] 

WHOOPIES EHIOOPSW WHOOPIE, whoopee (boisterous fun) [n] 

WHOOPLAS AHLOOPSW WHOOPLA, noisy commotion [n] 

WIDOWING DGIINOWW WIDOW, to deprive of husband [v] 

WILDWOOD DDILOOWW natural forest land [n -S] 

WIMBLING BGIILMNW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIMPLING GIILMNPW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

WINCHERS CEHINRSW WINCHER, one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n] 

WINDOWED DDEINOWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WINDPIPE DEIINPPW trachea (passage for conveying air to lungs) [n -S] 

WINDWARD ADDINRWW direction from which wind blows [n -S] 

WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S] 

WINGEDLY DEGILNWY swiftly (in swift (moving with great rate of motion) manner) [adv] 

WINGLIKE EGIIKLNW resembling wing [adj] 

WINKLING GIIKLNNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WIREWORM EIMORRWW wirelike worm [n -S] 

WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S] 

WITCHIER CEHIIRTW WITCHY, malicious [adj] 

WOBBLING BBGILNOW WOBBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WOLFRAMS AFLMORSW WOLFRAM, tungsten (metallic element) [n] 

WOMANISH AHIMNOSW characteristic of woman [adj] 

WOODLARK ADKLOORW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WOODMICE CDEIMOOW WOODMOUSE, field mouse [n] / field mice [n WOODMICE] 

WOODSHED DDEHOOSW to practice on musical instrument [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

WOODWIND DDINOOWW musical wind instrument [n -S] 

WOODYARD ADDOORWY yard where wood is chopped or stored [n -S] 

WORKINGS GIKNORSW WORKING, mining excavation [n] 

WORKLOAD ADKLOORW amount of work assigned to employee [n -S] 

WORKSONG GKNOORSW song sung while doing physical work [n -S] 

WORMHOLE EHLMOORW hole made by burrowing worm [n -S] 

WORSHIPS HIOPRSSW WORSHIP, to honor and love as divine being [v] 

WRAPPING AGINPPRW material in which something is wrapped [n -S] / WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about [v] 

WREAKING AEGIKNRW WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v] 

WRENCHER CEEHNRRW one that wrenches (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

WRENCHES CEEHNRSW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v] 

WRETCHES CEEHRSTW WRETCH, wretched person [n] 

WRINKLED DEIKLNRW WRINKLE, to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in [v] 
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YABBERED ABBDEERY YABBER, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

YACHTERS ACEHRSTY YACHTER, one who sails yacht [n] 

YACHTIES ACEHISTY YACHTIE, yachter (one who sails yacht) [n] 

YAHOOISM AHIMOOSY coarse, uncouth behavior [n -S] 

YAMMERED ADEEMMRY YAMMER, to whine or complain peevishly [v] 

YARDWAND AADDNRWY measuring stick [n -S] 

YAWMETER AEEMRTWY instrument in aircraft [n -S] 

YEOMANLY AELMNOYY YEOMAN, independent farmer [adj] 

YEOMANRY AEMNORYY collective body of yeomen [n -RIES] 

YINGYANG AGGINNYY offensive word [n -S] 
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